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Osteoporosis and WBV 
 
 
Osteoporosis, or bone de-mineralization, is a disorder where bones become fragile and 
therefore more likely to break. It has become a very prevalent disorder in modern times. 
According to the National Osteoporosis foundation, 44 million Americans are at risk! 
 
Bone density is largely determined by genetic factors, yet environmental factors will influence 
the genetic predisposition greatly. It is measured as Bone Mineral Density (BMD).  
The best example environmental factor is the fact that we ill lose significant bone mass in the 
weightlessness of outer space in a very short time. Other factors, such as exercise, nutrition 
and hormonal balance influence the amount of minerals in our bones. 
 
Contrary to popular belief, bone is alive! In fact, it actually responds very well to stresses put 
upon it by becoming denser. In medicine it is known that bone strength adjusts to allow for the 
vertical stresses put upon it. Thus the prescription of weight bearing exercises for osteoporosis 
patients! The direct vertical impact through such exercise combined with the indirect 
mechanical impact from stronger muscles acting on the bone, stimulates the bone cells to 
deposit more minerals and firm up the bone tissue.  

 
  

              Calendar age 
                                                  Virtual WBV age  

      
 
The PowerVibe Whole body Vibration units deliver a direct stimulus to the skeletal 
structure of the user, thus directly stimulating the cells responsible for producing a higher 
BMD.  
  
Over the last several years several universities around the globe have done research on WBV as 
an effective tool in the battle against osteoporosis. 
Below is a recap of those findings: 
 
1) A l-year randomized, double-blind" and placebo-controlled trial of 70 postmenopausal women 
demonstrated that brief periods (<20 minutes) of a low-level, high frequency (0.2A, 30 Hz) 
vibration applied during quiet standing can effectively inhibit bone loss in the spine and femur 
by 0.93% 
Dynamic muscle strength improved by over 16%! 
The protocol was a short duration 2- l0minute treatments/ day, low-magnitude, 3 mm 30Hz 
vertical acceleration (vibration) 
 
The importance of this study is the fact that WBV can become the noninvasive, mechanically 
mediated intervention for osteoporosis. It is a non-pharmacologic approach, based on 
stimulating bone-physiology as a means of inhibiting the decline in Bone Mineral Density that 
follows menopause. 
Verschueren, et al, .Journal of Bone and Mineral Research  vol19, #3, 2004 
 
2) This study was further substantiated by another study published in the same magazine. The 
researchers came to very similar conclusions concerning BMD. Not surprising, it was further 
established the best results were established with the patients that had the best compliance to 
the exercise protocols. 
Rubin et al, Journal of Bone and mineral Research, Vol.19, Number 3, 2004 
 



 
 
3) In another study, the best results in transmitting the vibration through bone was achieved at 
lower frequencies, as bone transmission of vibration is better at those settings. Best results yet 
were achieved at 20 Hz, 80% of those results at 25 Hz. The best transmission of vibration 
through the bone was when standing in an erect posture, whereas bending the knees 
decreased the efficiency of the transmission by 70%!  
The importance of this study is the fact that WBV produces a very powerful stimulus to bone that 
may indeed prove to have significant bone growth effects! 
Spine, Volume 28,  # 25, 2003   
 
4) A fourth study measured the effects of WBV on muscular strength and BMD in the hip against 
2 control groups. One group did no exercise, the other group did knee extensor exercises. 
The WBV group performed static and dynamic knee-extensor exercises on a vibration platform 
(35-40 Hz, 2.28-5.09g), which was shown to mechanically load the bone and evoke reflexive 
muscle contractions. 
The group working out with Vibration training improved isometric and dynamic muscle strength  
by15% and also significantly increased BMD of the hip by 0.93%. 
 
Laboratory of Motor Control, Department of Kinesiology, “Faculteit Lichamelijke Opvoeding en 
Kinesitherapie, Katholieke Universiteit, Leuven, Belgium”. 
 
5) In a fifth study, the results showed that short bouts (10 minutes daily at 35 Hz) of extremely 
low-level mechanical signals, several orders of magnitude below that associated with vigorous 
exercise, increased bone and muscle mass in the weight-bearing skeleton of young adult females 
with low BMD. A 3.9% increase in cancellous bone of the spine, 2.9% increase in cortical bone of 
the femur and 7.2% increase in musculature of the spine was achieved.  
Should these musculo-skeletal enhancements be preserved through adulthood, this intervention 
may prove to be a deterrent to osteoporosis in the elderly. 
Department of Radiology, Childrens Hospital of Los Angeles, University of Southern California, 
Keck School of Medicine, Los Angeles, California 90027, USA. 
 
Therefore an exercise protocol for osteoporosis should include the following exercises: 
1) 10 minutes, 2x/day, standing erect at 20Hz!! 
2) Static and dynamic strengthening of the lower extremities, particularly the knee 
extensors, at 35-40 Hz. 
 
 

Previously, medical research has shown weight-bearing exercise to be the treatment of choice for osteoporosis.  
WBV technology with it’s rapid acceleration/deceleration of bone tissue allows to ‘Supercharge” 

such exercises in a simple, fast efficient and safe manner. 
It therefore becomes the logical addition to any osteoporosis treatment plan! 

 
 

 
 
 



Dr. Alexander Cadoux 

 
 
Alexander Cadoux, MD completed his medical training at Johns 
Hopkins Medical School in 1981. 
 
He completed his specialty training: Critical Care and Emergency 
medicine at Georgetown, George Washington and Baltimore Shock 
Trauma conjoint program and attained board certification and 
fellowship status. 
 
Dr. Cadoux developed expertise in preventive medicine with a specific 
interest in the prevention and reversal of osteoporosis using 
nutritional medicine and natural hormone replacement therapy. 
 
Dr. Cadoux is board certified by the American College of 
Advancement of Medicine and the American Academy of Anti-Aging 
Medicine and lectures extensively on the subject of Osteoporosis. 
 
Dr Cadoux has followed the Peer reviewed literature on whole body 
vibration technology for years and has been successfully using the 
Power Vibe with his patients.  “I have found significant improvement 
in the bone density of my osteoporosis patients after 6 months of 
Power Vibe utilization.” states Cadoux. 
 
“I am impressed that the Power Vibe has the features and the quality 
of construction found in very expensive machines, but is priced far 
more reasonably and I would absolutely recommend it for my 
patients to use in their homes.” 
 
 “I’m also impressed with the additional health benefits such as 
relaxation, improved circulation and flexibility ascribed to the 
utilization of the Power Vibe Pro and Whole Body Vibration and will 
continue to using the Power Vibe with my osteoporosis patients.” 



Dr. Christian Reichardt 

 
 
Christian H. Reichardt, DC, CCSP, has been a practicing doctor of 
chiropractic since 1983. He was a disability evaluator for the State of 
California, but then turned his attention from work-related injuries to 
sports injuries due to his own involvement in sports.  
 
He became one of the first Certified Chiropractic Sports Physicians in 
the U.S.A. in 1986, as well as a Diplomat of the American Academy of 
Pain Management. His practice in Santa Monica, California draws a 
large clientele of Hollywood celebrities, as well as professional and 
amateur athletes. He has worked with a number of US Olympic Team 
members and Golf professionals.  
 
Dr Reichardt was aware that vibration technology has been used for 
training Olympic athletes for the past 20 years and has incorporated 
the Power Vibe Pro as part of the warm up protocol in his offices and 
Golf Teaching Facilities with profound results. According to 
Reichardt, “I find the Power Vibe Pro™ improves my clients bone 
density, circulation and flexibility and seems to increase 
metabolism. It promotes growth by increasing the load on bone 
osteoblastic function and local bone circulation is increased. 
“Working with the Power Vibe Pro™ is like supercharging your 
exercise.” 
 
Dr. Reichardt’s love of golf inspired him to develop an extremely 
effective golf assessment and teaching system widely utilized by Golf 
professionals and he has written the acclaimed book “Pain Free Golf”. 
He also contributes articles for a number of golf publications and 
publishes and writes for several prominent golf websites. His 
expertise in the physical components of golf and golf education 
resulted in his invitation to the Golf 20/20 task force and he is a 
highly requested lecturer at PGA events and tournaments.  
 
 “A majority of my athletes with chronic tightness are experiencing 
better Range of Motion and flexibility in their spine and they are 
achieving their goals and recuperating faster after hard workouts. 
They have less pain and therefore want to exercise more. Many 
golfers are attributing lower scores to the Power Vibe Pro™.”  



Effect of 6-Month Whole Body Vibration Training on Hip Density,
Muscle Strength, and Postural Control in Postmenopausal Women:

A Randomized Controlled Pilot Study

Sabine MP Verschueren,1 Machteld Roelants,2 Christophe Delecluse,2 Stephan Swinnen,1

Dirk Vanderschueren,3 and Steven Boonen4

ABSTRACT: High-frequency mechanical strain seems to stimulate bone strength in animals. In this random-
ized controlled trial, hip BMD was measured in postmenopausal women after a 24-week whole body vibration
(WBV) training program. Vibration training significantly increased BMD of the hip. These findings suggest
that WBV training might be useful in the prevention of osteoporosis.

Introduction: High-frequency mechanical strain has been shown to stimulate bone strength in different animal
models. However, the effects of vibration exercise on the human skeleton have rarely been studied. Particularly in
postmenopausal women—who are most at risk of developing osteoporosis—randomized controlled data on the safety
and efficacy of vibration loading are lacking. The aim of this randomized controlled trial was to assess the
musculoskeletal effects of high-frequency loading by means of whole body vibration (WBV) in postmenopausal
women.
Materials and Methods: Seventy volunteers (age, 58–74 years) were randomly assigned to a whole body vibration
training group (WBV, n � 25), a resistance training group (RES, n � 22), or a control group (CON, n � 23). The
WBV group and the RES group trained three times weekly for 24 weeks. The WBV group performed static and
dynamic knee-extensor exercises on a vibration platform (35–40 Hz, 2.28–5.09g), which mechanically loaded the
bone and evoked reflexive muscle contractions. The RES group trained knee extensors by dynamic leg press and leg
extension exercises, increasing from low (20 RM) to high (8 RM) resistance. The CON group did not participate in
any training. Hip bone density was measured using DXA at baseline and after the 6-month intervention. Isometric
and dynamic strength were measured by means of a motor-driven dynamometer. Data were analyzed by means of
repeated measures ANOVA.
Results: No vibration-related side effects were observed. Vibration training improved isometric and dynamic muscle
strength (�15% and � 16%, respectively; p � 0.01) and also significantly increased BMD of the hip (�0.93%, p �
0.05). No changes in hip BMD were observed in women participating in resistance training or age-matched controls
(�0.60% and �0.62%, respectively; not significant). Serum markers of bone turnover did not change in any of the
groups.
Conclusion: These findings suggest that WBV training may be a feasible and effective way to modify well-
recognized risk factors for falls and fractures in older women and support the need for further human studies.
J Bone Miner Res 2004;19:352–359. Published online on December 22, 2003; doi: 10.1359/JBMR.0301245

Key words: whole body vibration, mechanical loading, resistance training, osteoporosis

INTRODUCTION

AS THE WORLD POPULATION ages, osteoporosis and osteo-
porotic fracture occurrence are becoming an increas-

ingly important public health problem.(1) By any measure,
proximal femoral fracture is the most devastating compli-

cation of osteoporosis. The mortality rate in patients with
hip fracture is 12–20% higher than in persons of similar age
and gender who have not suffered a fracture.(2) Of those
who survive the operative intervention for an osteoporotic
hip fracture, less than one-third are restored to their prefrac-
ture functional state.(3) Most strategies to treat postmeno-
pausal bone loss have been focusing on antiresorptive med-
ication. More recently, the potential contribution of load-The authors have no conflict of interest.
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bearing exercise to preserve bone density and prevent
osteoporosis has received some attention. In this regard, a
relatively vigorous aerobic and strength training regimen
has been shown to be most effective.(4) However, this ap-
proach has the inherent disadvantage of a lack of long-term
compliance and may even increase the risk of fracture.(5) It
is therefore imperative to continue the search for more
attractive, low-risk exercise programs, with the goal of
improving the outcome.

Recently, Rubin et al.(6) provided evidence in an animal
model that low-risk, high-frequency mechanical accelera-
tions may have a strong osteogenic effect. In their study,
they observed a dramatic increase of the quality and quan-
tity of trabecular bone in sheep when exposed to low-level,
high-frequency mechanical stimuli. A high-frequency load-
ing regimen applied to ovariectomized rats was effective in
preventing early post-ovariectomy bone loss.(7) Overall,
these experiments have given evidence that vibration load-
ing may have potential for preventing and treating osteopo-
rosis. However, in postmenopausal women—who are most
at risk of sustaining osteoporotic fractures—the impact of
this type of approach on bone quality (and, by implication,
potentially on fracture risk) has not been evaluated.

The aim of this randomized controlled trial was therefore
to assess musculoskeletal effects of high-frequency whole
body vibration (WBV) training in postmenopausal women.
Vibration training is increasingly being promoted as a safe
and efficient training method to improve muscle strength.(8)

During a vibration session, the subject stands on a platform
that generates vertical sinusoidal vibrations at a frequency
between 35 and 40 Hz. The mechanical stimuli are trans-
mitted to the body, where they load the bone and also
stimulate sensory receptors (most likely muscle spindles).
The activation of these sensory receptors results in reflexive
activation of motor units similar to the tonic vibration
reflex.(9)

We hypothesized that, in addition to an increase in mus-
cle strength caused by vibration-induced muscle activity,
high-frequency loading of the skeleton might improve the
mechanical competence of the skeleton in postmenopausal
women. BMD of the total hip was selected as primary
endpoint of this trial because the measurement is not con-

founded by degenerative changes and is highly predictive of
future hip fracture risk.(10)

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Subjects and study design

Seventy postmenopausal women volunteered to partici-
pate in the study. Assessment of eligibility for participation
was based on a screening by questionnaire and a thorough
medical examination. Women had to be between 60 and 70
years of age, non-institutionalized, and free from diseases or
medications known to affect bone metabolism or muscle
strength. Subjects with a total body BMD T-score of less
than �2.5 (the WHO definition for osteoporosis) were also
excluded from this study. All subjects were randomly as-
signed to one of the study groups using computer-generated
random numbers. A total of 25 women were trained for 6
months on a vibrating platform (WBV group). A group of
22 woman participated in a resistance training program
(RES group). Both training programs consisted of 72 train-
ing sessions within a 24-week period. Training frequency
was three times a week, with at least 1 day of rest between
two sessions. A group of 23 age-matched women served as
a control group (CON group) and did not participate in any
training. The baseline characteristics of both groups are
indicated in Table 1. All participants gave their informed
written consent before enrollment, and the study protocol
was approved by the Leuven University Human Ethics
Committee.

WBV

The subjects in the WBV group performed static and
dynamic knee-extensor exercises on the vibration platform
(PowerPlate, Amsterdam. The Netherlands): squat, deep
squat, wide stance squat, one-legged squat, and lunge.
Training load was low at the beginning but progressed
slowly according to the overload principle.(11) The training
volume increased systematically over the 6-month training
period by increasing the duration of one vibration session,
the number of series of one exercise, or the number of
different exercises. The training intensity was increased by
shortening the rest periods or by increasing the amplitude

TABLE 1. BASELINE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE VIBRATION GROUP (WBV), THE RESISTANCE GROUP (RES),
AND THE CONTROL (CON) GROUP (MEAN � SD)

WBV (n � 25) RES (n � 22) CON (n � 24) p Value

Age (years) 64.6 � 3.3 63.90 � 3.8 64.2 � 3.1 0.79
Years since menopause 16.9 � 6.3 15.5 � 6.0 14.6 � 6.6 0.47
Body mass (kg) 66.5 � 8.9 70.47 � 9.6 68.56 � 14.5 0.75
Height (m) 1.59 � 0.05 1.61 � 0.06 1.60 � 0.06 0.39
BMI (kg/m2) 26.34 � 3.6 27.4 � 3.5 26.51 � 5.8 0.70
BMD whole body (g/cm2) 1.02 � 0.09 1.01 � 0.08 1.03 � 0.06 0.84
BMD proximal femur (g/cm2) 0.88 � 0.14 0.84 � 0.09 0.84 � 0.11 0.64
BMD lumbar spine (g/cm2) 0.90 � 0.14 0.90 � 0.14 0.93 � 0.14 0.71
Osteocalcin (ng/ml) 36.4 � 7.4 33.7 � 8.3 32.4 � 6.3 0.71
C-telopeptide (ng/ml) 0.416 � 0.159 0.454 � 0.154 0.477 � 0.244 0.55
Isometric strength (N.m) 113.0 � 22.0 115.6 � 24.2 114.3 � 21.1 0.17
Dynamic strength (N.m) 81.1 � 15.2 89.2 � 16.0 83.7 � 15.4 0.24
Fat mass (g) 24131 � 5583 25332 � 6507 25914 � 9144 0.68
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(low, 1.7 mm; high, 2.5 mm) and/or the frequency (35–40
Hz) of the vibration. In addition, training load was increased
by changing the execution form of the exercises from pre-
dominantly two-legged to one-legged exercises. The dura-
tion of the WBV program was a maximum of 30 minutes,
which included warming up and cooling down.

The peak acceleration of the sinusoidal vibration
stimulus—as recorded by an accelerometer (MTN 1800;
Monitran, Bucks, UK)—varied between 2.28g and 5.09g
(root mean square acceleration between 13.5 and 34.6 m/s2).
Of the 5g acceleration, as measured on the platform, only a
fraction is transmitted through the feet to the hip and spine.
However, the exact degree of transmissibility is unknown.
Bipolar surface EMGs (Myosystem 2000; Noraxon, Scotts-
dale, AZ, USA) recorded from m. rectus femoris and from
m. gastrocnemius illustrate the impact of the vibration on
muscle activity (Fig. 1). During the vibration training ses-
sions, the subjects wore similar gymnastic shoes to stan-
dardize the damping of the vibration cause by foot wear.

Resistance training

The subjects of the RES group trained in the Leuven
University fitness center. They started with a standardized
warm-up consisting of 20 minutes of stepping, running, or
cycling. The intensity of these cardiovascular exercises was
automatically controlled by heart rate (Technogym Sys-
tems, Gambettola, Italy) and systematically increased from
60% to 80% of the heart rate reserve as calculated by the
formula of Karvonen.(12) After the warm-up, the partici-
pants performed a resistance training program for knee
extensors on a leg extension and a leg press machine (Tech-
nogym Systems). The resistance training program was de-
signed according to the guidelines of the American College
of Sports Medicine (ASCM) for individuals older than 60
years of age: 10–15 repetitions to the point of volitional
fatigue to elicit improvement in both muscular strength and
endurance.(13) During the first 14 weeks of training, the
intensity was systematically increased from two sets of 20
repetition maximum (RM) to two sets of 15 RM, two sets of
12 RM, two sets of 10 RM, and finally two sets of 8 RM. In
the last 10 weeks, training volume and training intensity
varied between three sets of 12 RM and one set of 8 RM.
Each RES program lasted for about 1 h in total.

Control group

Control subjects were instructed to maintain their current
level of physical activity during the 24 weeks of the study
and not to engage in any new form of exercise. The subjects
completed a questionnaire detailing their physical activity at
the beginning of the study and at monthly intervals there-
after.

BMD assessment

At baseline and at 6 months, areal BMD of the total hip
and the total body was assessed by DXA using the QDR-
4500A device (Hologic, Waltham, MA, USA). Standard
positioning was used, with anterior–posterior scanning of
the right proximal femur.(14) Lean body mass, fat mass, and
percent fat were obtained from the DXA scan of the total
body. All scans were performed by the same experienced
technician, who was unaware of the patient’s intervention
type. The CV for total hip DXA measurement in our labo-
ratory is 0.56%.

Assessment of bone turnover

At baseline and at 6 months, serum osteocalcin and
C-telopeptide levels (CTX) were determined as markers of
bone formation and resorption, respectively. At these time
points, fasting blood samples were collected from all indi-
viduals and stored at �70°C until they were analyzed.
Circulating osteocalcin was measured using a previously
developed radioimmunoassay (RIA).(15) Serum CTX was
assessed by Serum CrossLaps One-Step ELISA (Osteom-
eter BioTech, Herlev, Denmark) by a method previously
described in detail.(16)

Assessment of muscle strength

The strength of the knee extensors was evaluated on a
motor-driven dynamometer (REV9000; Technogym Sys-
tems) by isometric tests and dynamic tests.

Isometric strength: The subjects performed a maximal
voluntary isometric contraction of the knee extensors twice.
The knee joint angle was 130°. The isometric contractions
lasted 3 s each and were separated by a 2-minute rest
interval. The highest torque (N.m) was recorded as isomet-

FIG. 1. Increased muscle activation in the m.
rectus femoris and the m. gastrocnemius during
vibrating training. RMS is the root mean square
of the rectified EMG in the period without or
with vibration.
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ric strength performance. The CV for isometric strength
measurement in our laboratory is 3.7%.

Dynamic strength: The subjects performed a series of
four consecutive isokinetic flexion–extension movements
against the lever arm of the dynamometer that moved at a
velocity of 100°/s. The knee extension was initiated at a
joint angle of 90° and ended at 160°. After each extension,
the leg was returned passively to the starting position from
which the next contraction was immediately initiated. Max-
imal dynamic strength was determined as the peak torque
(N.m) recorded during these series of knee extensions. The
CV for dynamic strength measurement in our laboratory is
3.3%.

Assessment of postural control

Postural sway was measured before and after the 24 week
period using a Bertec force plate connected to a CED Micro
1401 data acquisition system and using spike2 software.
Postural sway of each subject was tested under four condi-
tions: quiet stance with vision, quiet stance with vision
occluded by means of liquid-cristal goggles, quiet stance
after a perturbation by a brief voluntary abduction of the
arms to horizontal, and quiet stance after a brief anteflexion
of the arms to horizontal. Postural sway was assessed in the
WBV group and CON group, but not in the RES group.

Statistical analysis

A one-way ANOVA was used to test for baseline differ-
ences among the WBV group, the RES group, and the CON
group. The effects of the interventions were analyzed by
means of repeated measures ANOVA. After an F value was
found to be significant for the interaction between group and
time, preplanned contrast analyses were performed to eval-
uate significant pre–post changes in each group. A Bonfer-
roni correction was used to adjust the p value in relation to
the number of contrasts that were performed. All analyses
were executed using the statistical package Statistica (ver-
sion 6; Statsoft, Hamburg, Germany.). The level of signif-
icance was set at p � 0.05.

RESULTS

No significant differences were observed at baseline be-
tween the experimental and the control groups in terms of
age, weight, body mass, years since menopause, BMD,
serum levels of osteocalcin and CTX, isometric and dy-
namic muscle strength, fat mass, or lean body mass (Ta-
ble 1).

Isometric strength of the knee extensors increased by
15% (95% CI, 10.6–19.5; p � 0.001) in the WBV group
and by 16% in the RES group (95% CI, 9.1–23.9; p �
0.001). In the control group, a nonsignificant decline of 2%
was observed (95% CI, �6.9–2.01; p � 0.57). Compared
with the CON group, the 6-month vibration intervention
resulted in a significant 17.6% net benefit in isometric
quadriceps strength (p � 0.001; Table 2). A similar benefit
was observed in the RES group (�18.9% versus the CON
group, p � 0.001).

Dynamic strength increased by 16.5% (95% CI, 9.4–
23.5) and 10.6% (95% CI, 5.6–15.5) in the WBV group and
RES group, respectively (p � 0.001). In the controls, no

significant change was observed (�2.2%; 95% CI, �1.5–
5.9; p � 1.14). Again, both the WBV and RES groups
showed a significant net benefit over time compared with
the CON group (�14.2% and � 8.4%, respectively; p �
0.001).

As shown in Fig. 2, total hip BMD increased over time in
the WBV training group (�0.93%; 95% CI, 0.13–1.71; p �
0.03), whereas no changes in hip BMD were observed in
women participating in resistance training or age-matched
controls (�0.51%; 95% CI, �1.13 to �0.11; p � 0.41 and
�0.62%; 95% CI, �1.30–0.07; p � 0.16, respectively).
Compared with the RES group, the 6-month vibration in-
tervention resulted in a significant 1.51% net benefit in total
hip BMD (p � 0.05). A similar net benefit (1.53%, p �
0.01) was observed in comparison with the CON group. The
gain in total hip BMD in the WBV group was statistically
unrelated to the increases in isometric or dynamic strength
(r � �0.23, p � 0.29 and r � 0.28, p � 0.20, respectively).

Total body BMD and lumbar spine BMD did not change
over time in any of the groups, and none of the between-
group differences were statistically significant. Similarly, no
significant between-group differences were observed in the
markers of bone remodeling, osteocalcin, and CTX (Table 3).

The gain in muscle strength in the WBV and RES groups
was not associated with a significant change in lean body

TABLE 2. MEAN CHANGES AND BETWEEN-GROUP DIFFERENCES IN

MUSCLE STRENGTH, HIP BONE DENSITY, AND BODY COMPOSITION

DURING THE INTERVENTION PERIOD

WBV
group

CON
group

Between-group
difference

Mean p Value

Isometric strength �15.10 �2.49 17.59 �0.001
Isotonic strength �16.47 �2.23 14.24 �0.001
Total hip BMD �0.93 �0.62 1.55 0.005
Total body BMD �0.44 �0.28 0.72 0.24
Muscle mass �0.08 �1.2 �1.12 0.57
Fat mass �2.3 �0.5 2.8 0.09

WBV
group

RES
group

Between-group
difference

Mean p Value

Isometric strength �15.10 �16.49 �1.39 0.99
Isotonic strength �16.47 �10.59 5.88 0.54
Total hip BMD �0.44 �0.14 0.30 0.01
Total body BMD �0.93 �0.51 1.44 0.99
Muscle mass �0.08 �0.06 �0.14 0.99
Fat mass �2.3 �3.1 0.66 0.99

RES
group

CON
group

Between-group
difference

Mean p Value

Isometric strength �16.49 �2.49 18.98 �0.001
Isotonic strength �10.59 �2.23 8.36 0.05
Total hip BMD �0.14 �0.28 0.42 0.99
Total body BMD �0.51 �0.62 0.11 0.99
Muscle mass �0.06 �1.2 1.26 0.37
Fat mass �3.1 �0.5 �3.60 0.01
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mass (Table 3). However, in both groups, total fat mass
decreased significantly during the intervention period
(�2.3%; 95% CI, �4.3 to �0.4; p � 0.01 in the WBV
group and �3.1%; 95% CI, �4.9 to �1.3; p � 0.001 in the
RES group). In contrast, no significant change in fat mass
was observed in the CON group (�0.5%; 95% CI, �1.3–
2.4, p � 0.60).

The effects of WBV training on postural sway are sum-
marized in Table 4. Postural sway (rms and peak-to-peak
amplitude) during unperturbed stance with or without vision
did not change because of WBV training (data not shown).
After a fast, brief abduction of the arms, the peak-to-peak
amplitude of sway in the anterior–posterior direction was
significantly decreased during the WBV training (p � 0.05).
Similarly, the peak-to-peak amplitude of sway in medio–
lateral direction after a brief anteflexion of the arms was
significantly decreased because of WBV training (p �
0.05). None of these variables changed across the 24 weeks
in the CON group.

DISCUSSION

There is increasing evidence that load-bearing represents
a very important functional influence on bone mass.(5) In-
creased bone density after loading shows that bone tissue
accommodates to changes in the mechanical environment;
this process allows the skeleton to resist the rigors of func-
tional activity.(17,18) However, particularly in elderly indi-
viduals, strenuous load-bearing exercises may increase the
risk for injuries.(19) Moreover, there is evidence that the
osteogenic effect of load-bearing may decline with ag-
ing.(20) The search therefore continues for alternative strat-
egies that make loading less risky and/or may enhance the
effectiveness of the adaptive bone response to loading. The
training paradigm presented here might potentially offer
such a strategy for postmenopausal woman, because the
results show that 24 weeks of WBV training—which me-
chanically loads the bone and evokes reflexive muscle
contractions—was not associated with vibration-related side
effects and resulted in increased hip BMD. The mean
change in total hip BMD in the WBV group (with a net
benefit of about 1.5% at 6 months compared with controls)
is similar in magnitude to the gain in (hip) BMD observed
with antiresorptive agents at the 6-month time point in
recent osteoporosis trials,(21,22) supporting its potential clin-
ical relevance. We found no effect of the vibration inter-
vention on bone turnover rate, indicating that its positive
impact on BMD did not result from reduced bone resorp-
tion. In line with the lack of significant changes in overall
rate of bone turnover, no changes were observed in total
body or lumbar spine BMD, suggesting that the effects of
vibration on total hip BMD reflect a local (site-specific)
loading effect of vibration.

In addition to their gain in BMD, and not unexpectedly,(8)

the subjects in the vibration group showed improved recov-
ery of balance after ballistic abduction or anteflexion of the
arms and experienced an increase in (isometric and isoki-
netic) muscle strength and a decline in fat mass. The
changes in muscle strength were similar in magnitude than
those in the resistance training group. The gain in BMD
during the 6-month intervention, however, was statistically
unrelated to the increases in isometric or dynamic strength,
suggesting that the osteogenic effect was not mediated by
reflexive muscle contractions. This assumption is supported
by the fact that the gain in lower limb extension strength in
the resistance training group was not paralleled by a con-
comitant increase in bone density.

Controlled loading studies have indicated that high strain
magnitudes and high strain rates are the most osteo-
genic.(23,24) The loading regimen provided by the WBV
program in this study combined both. It has been commonly
assumed that the large amplitude signals inherent to intense
functional activity define bone morphology.(25) Strain on the
bones increases linearly with increased ground reaction
forces.(26) In our study, the ground reaction forces ranged
between 2.5 times body weight at the start of the program to
5 times body weight from week 3 onward. The loading of
the skeleton during the vibration intervention can therefore
be considered as a high-strain event of similar impact than
activities like basketball, volleyball, and sprinting.(27) In this
regard, the results of this trial are in agreement with previ-

FIG. 2. Percent changes across 24 weeks in (A) isometric and dy-
namic muscle strength, (B) total body and total hip BMD, and (C) lean
and fat mass in the three experimental groups (WBV, RES, and CON).
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ous studies showing positive effects of high-impact exercise
regimens on bone density.(28) It has been hypothesized that
loading reduces the rate of bone resorption and increases
bone formation in proportion to the peak strain magni-
tude.(23) However, while we observed an increase in hip
bone density in the vibration group within 6 months, posi-
tive effects of high-impact exercises on BMD have not even
been observed within the first year of training.(28)

It is therefore tempting to speculate that the high fre-
quency of vibration (35–40 Hz; i.e., the high strain rate)
may have played a key role in the early osteogenic effect
observed in this study. Whereas loads applied at 1 Hz must
exceed 1000 microstrain to stimulate bone formation,(29)

30-Hz loads only need strains of 50 microstrain to achieve
similar results.(30) Animal research by Rubin et al.(6,17) has
provided evidence that these low-level, high-frequency me-
chanical stimuli may be anabolic to (trabecular) bone. In
their experiments in adult female sheep, histomorphometric
examination of the femur after 1 year of stimulation re-
vealed an increase in bone volume per total volume by 32%,
resulting in a 27% improvement in trabecular bone strength.
However, although bone morphology and structure were
dramatically being reinforced, no changes were identified
with DXA measurements. This made Rubin et al.(17) con-
clude that when DXA does identify change, as in our trial,
the change is likely to be relevant.

In a very recent well-designed study in young healthy
adults, Torvinen et al.(31) found no effect of WBV training
on mass, structure, and estimated strength of bone. The
authors argued that one reason for this nonresponse could be
the good basic physical condition of the young subjects,
with the musculoskeletal tissues of these young adults hav-
ing no particular physiological need to adapt to the vibration
loading. They suggested that a skeletal response to vibration
might have been observed in older individuals, as is the case
in our study. However, as Torvinen et al.(31) indicated as
well, the vibration stimulus can be varied in multiple ways
(including type, magnitude, frequency, and duration), and
different types of vibration loading are likely to result in
different effects on bone mass and structure. In their trial,
the duration of daily stimulus was only 4 minutes, three to
five times per week, considerably less than the 20-minute
stimulus in this study. Their stimulus might have been
insufficient to require adaptation.

To date, the mechanism underlying the osteogenic effect
of high-frequency stimuli is not completely understood.
Rubin et al.(17) hypothesized that the adaptive response of
the bone to high-frequency stimuli may not be a direct
consequence of bone tissue deformation (as during high-
impact loading), but may rather be mediated by byproducts
of the high-frequency strain signal, such as shear stress
arising from fluid flow. Alternatively, the mechanism be-

TABLE 3. MUSCLE STRENGTH, HIP BONE DENSITY, BONE TURNOVER, AND BODY COMPOSITION AT BASELINE AND

AFTER THE 6-MONTH INTERVENTION PERIOD

WBV group RES group CON group

Between-group difference
for the change over time

(p Value)*

BMD whole body (g/cm2)
Baseline 1.027 � 0.099 1.016 � 0.078 1.030 � 0.068
6 months 1.031 � 0.096 1.016 � 0.077 1.027 � 0.069 0.21

BMD femur (g/cm2)
Baseline 0.878 � 0.136 0.841 � 0.094 0.846 � 0.109
6 months 0.886 � 0.134† 0.836 � 0.098 0.840 � 0.105 0.003

BMD L1–L4 (g/cm2)
Baseline 0.904 � 0.143 0.900 � 0.136 0.926 � 0.146
6 months 0.901 � 0.145 0.901 � 0.135 0.930 � 0.146 0.33

Osteocalcin
Baseline 36.4 � 7.3 33.7 � 8.2 32.4 � 6.3
6 months 30.9 � 5.4 34.7 � 4.5 33.5 � 5.4 0.19

C-telopeptide
Baseline 0.416 � 0.160 0.454 � 0.154 0.477 � 0.244
6 months 0.332 � 0.128 0.411 � 0.166 0.379 � 0.198 0.33

Isometric strength (Nm)
Baseline 113.0 � 22.0 115.7 � 24.2 114.3 � 21.0
6 months 131.3 � 23.8† 132.5 � 22.1† 110.6 � 19.0 �0.001

Isotonic strength (Nm)
Baseline 81.1 � 15.2 89.2 � 16.0 83.7 � 15.4
6 months 94.8 � 16.2‡ 97.9 � 16.7‡ 85.4 � 16.1 �0.001

Muscle mass (g)
Baseline 40030 � 3853 41305 � 4323 39877 � 5125
6 months 39967 � 3802 41339 � 4510 39357 � 4828 0.25

Fat mass (g)
Baseline 24131 � 5583 25332 � 6507 25914 � 9144
6 months 23550 � 5499* 24504 � 6466‡ 26044 � 9307 0.01

*Group-by-time interaction in repeated measures ANOVA on pre–post data.
†,‡Significant pre–post difference within group (†p � 0.05 and ‡p � 0.01).
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hind the frequency-dependent adaptive response of bone to
loading might be the so-called stochastic resonance. Sto-
chastic resonance is a phenomenon in which mechanical
noise (broad-band frequency of vibration) enhances the
response of a nonlinear system to a weak signal by boosting
it over a threshold. Previous studies have shown that sto-
chastic resonance can enhance the mechanosensitivity of
different mechanoreceptors in our body, like the muscle
spindles.(32) Recent in vitro and in vivo evidence suggests
that (cortical) bone formation in response to mechanical
loading can be enhanced by adding noise to a (high-impact)
exercise regimen.(33,34) Tanaka et al.(33) showed that a vi-
bratory stimulus added to a low-frequency, high-amplitude
strain enhances the osteogenic response of the strain by
almost 4-fold. In the present trial, we applied both a large-
amplitude strain and a high-frequency vibratory stimulus.
Stochastic resonance may therefore have contributed to the
observed increase in BMD.

In certain professions (e.g., tractor drivers, pilots, etc.) a
(potential) association has been observed between long-
term exposure to WBV and chronic lower back pain.(35)

However, evidence in favor of a dose–response association
is weak, and it remains to be clarified whether there is a
causal link between work-related WBV and low back pain.
As indicated, we observed no vibration-related side effects.
In particular, low back pain or other symptoms or injuries
did not occur. Our short-term findings are in line with those
previously reported by Rittweger et al.,(36) who recently
even performed a randomized controlled trial to compare
lumbar extension exercise and WBV exercise for the treat-
ment of chronic lower back pain.(37) Nevertheless, we ac-
knowledge that the lack of safety concerns in the context of
a 6-month trial in healthy volunteers does not exclude the
potential for long-term side effects in unselected elderly
individuals. Research is needed to further address the long-
term safety of WBV training in older women.

Our study has limitations, and the results should be in-
terpreted in the context of its design. Although we observed

a significant increase in (total hip) BMD from baseline in
the vibration group and significant between-group differ-
ences, we acknowledge that the number of observations was
small. As indicated, we can only speculate about the mech-
anisms underlying the increase in BMD and the extent to
which this increase reflects differential effects on cortical
and trabecular bone. Many questions remain as to whether
these short-term effects would persist over time and as to
how the training protocol can be further optimized in terms
of osteogenic effects. We selected a training program on the
vibration platform that was likely to have positive effects on
muscle and bone tissue. It is possible that high-frequency or
even broad-frequency vibration at a lower strain amplitude,
superimposed with some larger strains at intermittent inter-
vals, might be more osteogenic (but at the expense of gain
in strength). Also, our results may not be generalizable
because the participants were healthy volunteers and not a
random sample of the general older population. Finally, the
usefulness and safety of this type of training in the long-
term prevention of postmenopausal osteoporosis and osteo-
porotic fracture occurrence remain unknown.

In conclusion, in healthy postmenopausal women, a 24-
week whole body vibration program is feasible and able to
modify muscle strength, balance, and hip bone density,
which are well-recognized risk factors for hip fracture.(10)

Future human studies are needed to confirm these short-
term findings and further explore the potential of vibration
loading for preventing and treating osteoporosis.
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Abstract. Physical exercise  is recommended for the pre-
vention and treatment of osteoporosis. However. its exact
role and effectiveness in adulthood IS unclear. While vig-
orous exercise of long duration enhances bone  density, few
adult individuals comply with such training programs_ The
present srudy evaluates the influence of nonphysiological
mechanical stimulation. In the form  of low intensity vibra-
tion (frequency: 50 Hz. accelerarton: 2 g. 30 min/day for 5
days/week). on the prevention of bone loss in an animal
model of postmenopausal osteoporosis. In the ovariec-
tomised groups of rats a statistically significant (p < 0.05)
decrease of bone density (femur and tibia) was recorded at
5 weeks postovariecromy. This effect was maintained for
the I2 week duration of the study Vibration prevented early
bone loss after ovariectomy. Vibrared  ovariectomised rats
showed statistically significantly higher  (p c 0.05) BMD
values compared to those of their ovariectomised controls at
5 weeks. Vibration did not  influence the bone density of the
SHAM-operated rats. Although vibration  increased ultimate
strength (fracture load of the rat femur) in the ovariecto-
mised rats. this finding was not statistically significant. Our
data indicate that  this method of safe and easily applicable
vibration. in the form of a vibrating platform. is effective in
preventing early postovariectomy bone loss in an animal
model

Key words:  Vibration -
density - Strength.

Osteoporosis - Bone mineral

Postmenopausal estrogen deficiency leads to accelerated
bone turnover and bone loss in humans ( 1. 2). Physiological
mechanical stimulation in the form  of increased physical
activity and systematic body exercise. after rhe menopause.
is considered to decrease bone loss and even to cause an
Increase in bone mass [ 3. 4 ]  However. dara deriving f rom
cross-sectional and longitudinal studies indicate that al-
though exercise IS very effective in developing bone mass in
adolescence. it may have less effect in adults and in the
elderly [5. 6]. Only vigorous  exercise of a cenain type and
of long duration. with which few individuals easily comply.
results in significant BMD changes. and moderate exercise
regimens cannot compensate for early postmenopausal es-
trogen and bone density lost [5 . 6] .

The influence of passive exposure 10 nonphysiological

mechanical stimulation has nor been thoroughly investi
gated.  Vibration is a kind of nonphysiological mechanical
stimulation, and we are currently investigating its effects on
normal and pathological bone It has the advantage of easy
application. even on sedentary Individuals, with user
friendly. durable. and low-cost devices.

We present the result of an experimental srudy evaluar
ing the influence of vibration on bone mineral density and
bone mechanical propenies in a model of ovariectomized
rats [7].

Materials and Methods

A n i m a l s

In this study thirty-two adult ( I 2- week-old) female Wistar rats  (7 
weighing approximately _‘(I0 g were used. A special effon was
made to avoid signiticanr genetic and anatomical variations among
the animals. The following process  was used: female siblings from
the same parents were evenly allocated to a given group and to the
corresponding control group The animals were ovariectomized or
sham-operated under intraperitoneal anesthesia (keramine. xyla-
tine). They were then randomly allocated into four groups (8 rats
each): I) sham-operated control (SHAM-C).  2) sham-operared VI

brated (SHAM-VIBR). 3) ovariectomized control (OVX-C). and
4) ovariectomized  vibrated (OVX-VIBR).  All animals were kept
under the same conditions (cl imate and cages) having unlimited
access to standardized  food and waler. The study lasted I2 weeks
The rats were killed with intramuscular injections of high doses of
ketamine and xylazine. The body-weight of all rats  was recorded
at the following time points 0. 5 8. and I2 weeks

Vibration

Starting from the third postovariectomy day. spectally designed
vibrating platforms (FIG II were placed in the cages  of groups
O V X - V I B R  a n d  SHAM-VIBR and the animals of these groups
followed a I 2-week vibrating program (JO mm/day for 5 days
week).  This platform was set to provide a vertical acceleration of
2  g (g =  9 .8   m/sec) a n d  J frequency of  50 Hertz

Bone  Mineral Studies

Bone mineral studies were  performed on all groups.  at the initia
tion of the srudy and at 5. S. and 12 weeks postoperatively All rats
were placed on a special holder to keep them in position for DEXA
measurements. A LUNAR DPX-L  (Lunar Radiarion Co. Madison.
WI) device and a small animal software program with an appen-
dicular mode scan were used. BMD measurements [8. 9 ]  Were
o b t a i n e d  a n d  analyzed  In four different anatomical  regions of In
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Fig. 1. Line drawing of the vibrating platform. An electric micro-
vibrator (Micro 2OTR.  IV = 22 Watt. 1 = 50 Hertz) is fixed under
a metallic platform (45 cm/35 cm) over which a plastic cage of the
same size is attached_ The  platform IN lying on a metallic frame
with 4 elastic vibrating cylinder\ placed at the 4 comers

terest  (ROI’s) (Fig. 2). ROI I represented the femoral condyles
(mostly trabecular bone). ROI 2 the whole  femur (combination of
cortical and trabecular bone). ROI   the proximal metaphyseal
tibia area 2.5 mm distal to the Joint line (area of the secondary
spongiosa) and the ROI 4 the proximaI epiphyseal and meta-
physeal tibial area (epiphysis and primary spongiosa).  All DEXA
scans were performed twice. after repositioning of the  animal. and
the average BMD was recorded for every ROI

The average coefficients of variation of the replicate measure-
ments over the experimental period  were ROI 1 = 1.58%. ROI 2
= 2.37%. ROI 3 = 2.45% and ROI 4 = 2.61%. Short - term
precision. estimated within 24 hours on 10 animals at the begin-
ning of the study. in our Laboratory \\a~ found  to be 0.92% in ROI
I. 0.99% in ROI 2. 1.27% in ROI 3 and I .35% in ROI 4. Finally.
the stability of the measurements was controlled by scanning a
phantom of known BMD every day

Mechanical Testing

The mechanical properties of the  rat femur and tibia were studied
using a Karl-Frank computerized testing machine. All specimens
were kept wet in normal saline after harvesting. with the tests
being performed within 20 minutes A rhrec point bending test
(until failure) was used, applying a low strain rate of 0.0% at the
site of the central elliptical cross section of the rat femur and at the
triangular section of the rat tibia  ( 10) Load-Deflexion curves were
taken and the structural bone mechanical parameters o f  ultimate
strength (fracture load N). stif f ness (N/mm I. and toughness
(N - mm²) were estimated from these ( 10 )

Geometric Properties

After mechanical testing. the geometric properties of the femoral
bone specimens (length. Ion,g and short external and internal di -
ameters of the central elliptical cross section of the bone) were
macroscopically recorded using a digitized Vernier calliper. Using
the above cross sectional dimensions. The Inner  (representative of
the cndosteal surface) and outer  (representative of the periosteal
surface) cross sectional areas were  calculated

Statistical Analysis

Data are presented as means z SEM Analys i  of variance. with
Scheffe’s multiple comparison test was used to assess  statistical

Fig. 2. Bone mineral density measurements in the rat femur and
tibia (4 areas of interest-ROI’s).  following the placement of the
animals on a special holder.

differences between the
consideredj significant.

groups. A P value at the level 0 05 w a s

Results

Changes in Body-Weight values (means z SEM) o f  the
animals throughout the experiment are show in Table 
No differences between groups were recorded at the begin-
ning of the study. A statistically significant increase of BW
in the OVX groups compared to those which were SHAM .
operated was observed at 5 (P < 0.05). 8 (P < 0.05) and 12
(P < 0.05) weeks  postovariectomy (Table 1). Vibration
caused a nonsignificant decrease of BW  at 8 and I2 weeks
The femurs of the ovariectomized group were statistically
significantly longer (P < 0.05) than those of the SHAM
operated groups (Table 2). Moreover the central inner el-
liptical cross-sectional area of the femurs in the ovariecto-
mized groups was statistically significantly larger than those
of the SHAM operated groups (Table 2).

BMD values in the 4 ROI‘s  (means,? SEM) are show
in Figures 34. No differences between groups in the 4
ROI’s were recorded at the beginning of the study.  BMD in
the OVX rats showed a statistically significant (P < 0.05 )
decrease at 5 weeks compared to that of the SHAM-
operated groups. These differences remained significant (p
< O-OS) throughout the duration of the experiment (Figs
3-6).

Vibration was found to preserve bone mass (BMD) at 5
weeks postovariectomy (Figs. 3-6). A statistically signifi-
cant difference in BMD was observed when the groups
OVX-VIBR and OVX-C were compared at 5 weeks (P <
0.05) (ROI I = 17%. ROI 2 = 13.8%. and ROI 3 =
14.1 %) (Figs. 3-S). Although nonsignificant. these differ-
ences between OVX-VIBR and OVX-C groups were main-
tained at 8 and 12 weeks. A nonsignificant BMD increase
from baseline was observed in the OVX-VIBR group at 5
weeks.

lt must be stressed that vibration did nor cause any BMD
improvement in the SHAM-operated animals (SHAM-
VIBR compared to the SHAM-C group).

Although the ultimate strength of the femur and tibia
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Table 1. Animals B W  during  the experiment

Group N BW-Ow BW-5w BW-8w BW-12w

SHAM-C 8 210.0 t: 4.4 228.8 5 3.6 250.0 zt 5.8 258.3 2 6.0
SHAM-VIBR 8 203.8 1: 5.4 231.9 * 3.7 237.5 le 4.3 245.0 2 3.5
0VX-C 8 201.3 z 4.4 258. 1 z i.3b 282.5 2 7.sb 307.5 2 9.5b
OVX-VIBR 8 200.0 2 3.0 253.8 2 6.8b 277.5 * I .4b 282.5 2 2.5’

l BW values expressed as mean + SEM.
’ Statistically different (P < 0.05) from SHAM-C and SHAM-VIBR.
” Statistically different (P < 0.05) from SHAM-VIBR.

Table 2. Rat femoral bone geometric properties 12w

Groups N Length (mm)
Internal cross-sect
area  (mm²)

ional

SHAM-C 8 32.23 2 0.4  1.68 2 0.03
SHAM-VIBR 8 32.48 z 0.23 I 1 .90 = 0.1 I
OVX-c 8 33.68 z 0.24” I 2.68 z 0.2e
OVX-VIBR 8 33.65 1: 0.21 12.92 z 0. I Zb

’ Geometric properties values expressed as mean 2 SEM.
’ Statistically different (P < 0.05) from SHAM-C and SHAM-
VIBR.

Table 3. Rat bone ultimate strength’ 12w

Groups N Femur (N)
-.

Tibia (N)

SHAM-C 8 lldOSz825 89.20 2 6.29
SHAM-VIBR 8 IZI 65 2 3 13 94.30 + I .72
OVX- 8 I I! 75 z 5.08 78.80 2 5.64
OVX-VIBR 8 123.50 z I ._54 81.60 + 4.84

‘U ltimate  strength  values expressed as mean r SEM.
No statistically significanr di ffcrences were found

showed a tendency to be greater in the vibrated groups
compared to that of the non-vibrated. this finding was not
statistically significant (Table 3).

Discussion

Osteoporosis has become a socio-economic problem. affect-
ing the aging population of our planet. Prevention, early
detection of patients with high  bone turnover. management
of secondary osteoporosis. appropriate drug  therapy, pre-
vention of falls and orthopedic management of osteoporotic
fractures are the cornerstones of the modem management of
osteoporotic pattents.

In recent years. Frost has developed a hypothesis to ex-
plain the effects of mechanical loading on adaptation re-
sponses of. bone ( I I -J 31. According to this hypothesis. the
application of higher strains to the bone suppresses remod-
eling and conserves bone. As a consequence. mechanical
stimulation can counterbalance esuogen depletion and pre-
vent postmenopausal bone loss through the inhibition of
increased bone turnover [ 13] Although body exercise
(physiological mechanical stimulation) is considered effec-
tive for the management of postmenopausal osteoporosis. as
a complementary treatment to drug therapy. few patients
comply with these long. rigorous and systematic programs
(5, 6).

o36 4 BMD/KNEE ROI 1 :

0.34  -

0.32 l

0.30 -

0.28  l

0.26 -

0 . 2 4  -

0.22  ’ 1 1 1 r

0 S 8 12

WEEKS

-0VX-C - OVX-VIB - SHAM-C

Fig. 3. BMD changes throughout the experiment in ROI I ( r a t
femoral condyles). BMD values expressed as Mean z SEM. N =
8. b-Significantly different (P < O-O5) from SHAM-C and SHAM-
VIBR. ‘Significantly different (P < 0.05) from SHAM-WBR
‘Significantly different (P < 0.05) from OVX-ViBR.  ‘Signifi-
cantly different (P < 0.05) from SHAM-C.

The influence of dynamic (nonphysiological) mechani  -
cal stimulation has been investigated in traumatic bone
models with the application of external fixators in avian and
turkey bones [ 14, 1 5], or in models of ulna osteotomies ( 16.
17). It has been found that physiological levels of strain
imposed with an abnormal strain distribution can prevent
intense remodeling and produce an osteogenic stimulus that
is capable of increasing bone mass.

In this study. we evaluate the influence of nonphysi-
ological  mechanical stimulation on an experimental model
of postmenopausal osteoporosis [7] .  Vibration has been
chosen as a form of nonphysiological mechanical stimula-
tion because its hypothetical beneficial effect can be easily
applied to humans with the use of simple. inexpensive de-
vices such as vibrating platforms. without the need for effort
on the part of the patient. Vibration effects on normal bone
metabolism [ 18-20] and on fracture healing [ 2 1 ] have al-
ready been described. Surprisingly, there is only one report
which evaluates the positive effect of vibration on the ab-
normal bone metabolism of disuse osteoporosis in paraple-
gic patients [22]. The potential harmful side effects of vi-
bration on tissues other than bone (such as muscles. nerves
and vertebral disks). especially if resonant frequencies of
high intensity and long exposure time are used. may explain
this (23-25). For the needs of our study.  safe frequency and
low intensity vibration parameters [ 19. 25] of short daily
duration  were chosen with the aim of avoiding side effects
(26-28) and of achieving, at the same time. the appropriate
bone remodeling minimal effective strain values ( I 3). These
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Fig. 4. BMD  changes through the experiment in ROI 2 (whole
femoral bone). BMD values expressed as Mean + SEM. N = 8
“Significantly different (P < 0.05) from SHAM-C and SHAM-
VIBR. Significantly different (P < 0.05) f rom SHAM-VIBR
Significantly different (P < 0.05) from OVX-VIBR. ‘Signifi-
cantly  different (P < O.O5) from SHAM-C

Fig. 6. BMD changes throughout the experiment in ROI 4 (tibial
epiphysis and metaphysis). BMD values expressed as Mean z
SEM. N = 8. Significantly different (P < 0.03) from SHAM-C
and SHAM-VIBR.

024 q

0.22 -

0.20 -

0.18 -

O.16 -

O.11 *

0 1 2  .I , 1 I

’ WEEKS ’

- ovx-c - ovx-VIB - SHAM-C -D SHAM-VIB

Fig. 5. BMD changes throughout the experiment in ROI 3 (ribial
metaphysis).  BMD  values expressed as Mean  + SEM. N = 8.
Significantly different (P < 0.05) from SHAM-C and SHAM-
VIBR. ‘Significantly different (P < 0.03) from SHAM-WBR.
Significantly different (P < 0.05) from OVX-VIBR ‘Signifi-
cantly different (P < 0.05) from SHAM-C

vibration parameters. were effectively  applied. through a
specially designed platfom. on a well established animal
model of postmenopausal osteoporosis [ 7]

The results of the present study confirm the decrease of
BMD in ovariectomized  rats (7). It is known that ovariec-
tomy in rats stimulates bone remodeling and bone loss [7].
An early post-ovariectomy increased bone remodeling  rate
that decreases later has been reponed [29. 30]. In our study.
bone loss was more pronounced in the early post-ovariec-
tomy period (5 weeks) and in the meraphyseal areas of bone
(ROI  1 = 13.8% and ROI 3 = 12. I %-change from the
base line). The decrease of BMD was less severe when the
whole bone and epiphyseal-metaphyseal areas were consid-
ered (ROI 2 = 6.9% and ROI 4 = 7.6%). Vi bration pre-
vented this early post-ovariectomy bone loss (5 weeks).
Although the difference was nor statistically significant. vi-
bration also helped ovariectomized rats maintain higher
BMD throughout the duration of the experiment. It must be

stressed that in all groups (even in the ovariectomized  ani-
mals after the 5th week) a constant increase of bone mass
was observed. This finding is explained by the fact that.
although rats are considered as adults after the third month
of their life, they keep growing slowly thereafter with bone
modeling being active [7. 3 1. 32].

The question is how to explain the effects of vibration.
The rate of remodeling  activity is very low in rats, but it is
activated after ovariectomy. resulting in a negative bone
balance [7]. Moreover, ovariectomy increases both the
length of the long bones by stimulation of longitudinal
growth and the inner cross sectional area (cortex) by stimu-
lation o f  endosteal bone resorption [32]. These findings
were confirmed by our study. The efficacy of agents and
exercise regimens in the immediate post-ovariectomy pe-
riod can be evaluated in terms of their ability to prevent
bone loss through inhibition of bone turnover  (7). Thus. in
seems that vibration exhibits a suppressant effect on in-
creased bone turnover. From the mechanical point of view.
the lack of estrogen,  which raises the remodeling  set points.
causes modeling to stop increasing bone mass and puts re-
modeling into its disuse mode decreasing bone mass. Vi-
bration,  with the application of increased stresses on the
bone. probably switches the remodeiing conservation mode
ON and thus preserves bone (33). On the other hand. in our
study. vibration failed to increase BMD in the ovariecto-
mized and non ovariectomized rats. An increase of BMD
would only appear if bone modeling  was stimulated by the
application of vibration_ Modeling is suppressed during the
early post-ovariectomy period. when the osteopenia is de-
veloping [7] and for this reason it is not possible for vibra-
tion to increase BMD  in ovariectomized  rats. Moreover. in
this study. vibration did not cause any significant change of
BMD in the non ovariectomized  rats,  an indication that it
does not have an effect on bone modeling.

Although nonstatistically significant. vibration showed a
tendency to improve the mechanical properties of conical
bone. It seems that changes of bone strength may take time
to develop (bone remodeling-adaptation) and always follow
bone mineral density alterations. Since the improvement of
bone strength is more important than positive effects on
bone mineral density. further long-term  studies evaluating
the effects of vibration on bone are necessary.

It must be emphasized that vibration affected mamma-
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lian  bone tissue (rat bone) in a similar way to theeffect of
dynamic loading on avian and turkey  bone tissue. The fact
that non physiological mechanical stimulation causes  analo-
gous bone effects in different species allows for the results
to be extrapolated to humans. Such vibration effects could
prove useful in the management of human conditions of
increased bone turnover and bone loss (e.g.. postmeno-
pausal and disuse osteoporosis). The use of low intensity
vibration regimens will avoid the potentially harmful effects
of this form of nonphysiological mechanical stimulation.
Further studies should be conducted to confirm and evaluate
the efficacy of different vibration regimens on both cortical
and trabecular  bone. and to develop durable. easy to use and
cost effective vibrating platforms.
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Transmissibility of 15-Hertz to 35-Hertz Vibrations to
the Human Hip and Lumbar Spine: Determining the
Physiologic Feasibility of Delivering Low-Level
Anabolic Mechanical Stimuli to Skeletal Regions at
Greatest Risk of Fracture Because of Osteoporosis

Clinton Rubin, PhD,* Malcolm Pope, DrMedSci,† J. Chris Fritton, PhD, DSc, MS,*
Marianne Magnusson, DrMedSci,† Tommy Hansson, MD, PhD‡ and Kenneth McLeod, PhD¶

Study Design. Experiments were undertaken to deter-
mine the degree to which high-frequency (15–35 Hz)
ground-based, whole-body vibration are transmitted to
the proximal femur and lumbar vertebrae of the standing
human.

Objectives. To establish if extremely low-level (�1 g,
where 1 g � earth’s gravitational field, or 9.8 ms�2) me-
chanical stimuli can be efficiently delivered to the axial
skeleton of a human.

Summary of Background Data. Vibration is most often
considered an etiologic factor in low back pain as well as
several other musculoskeletal and neurovestibular com-
plications, but recent in vivo experiments in animals in-
dicates that extremely low-level mechanical signals deliv-
ered to bone in the frequency range of 15 to 60 Hz can be
strongly anabolic. If these mechanical signals can be ef-
fectively and noninvasively transmitted in the standing
human to reach those sites of the skeleton at greatest risk
of osteoporosis, such as the hip and lumbar spine, then
vibration could be used as a unique, nonpharmacologic
intervention to prevent or reverse bone loss.

Materials and Methods. Under sterile conditions and
local anesthesia, transcutaneous pins were placed in the
spinous process of L4 and the greater trochanter of the
femur of six volunteers. Each subject stood on an oscil-
lating platform and data were collected from accelerom-
eters fixed to the pins while a vibration platform provided
sinusoidal loading at discrete frequencies from 15 to 35
Hz, with accelerations ranging up to 1 gpeak-peak.

Results. With the subjects standing erect, transmissi-
bility at the hip exceeded 100% for loading frequencies

less than 20 Hz, indicating a resonance. However, at fre-
quencies more than 25 Hz, transmissibility decreased to
approximately 80% at the hip and spine. In relaxed
stance, transmissibility decreased to 60%. With 20-degree
knee flexion, transmissibility was reduced even further to
approximately 30%. A phase-lag reached as high as 70
degrees in the hip and spine signals.

Conclusions. These data indicate that extremely low-
level, high-frequency mechanical accelerations are
readily transmitted into the lower appendicular and axial
skeleton of the standing individual. Considering the ana-
bolic potential of exceedingly low-level mechanical sig-
nals in this frequency range, this study represents a key
step in the development of a biomechanically based treat-
ment for osteoporosis. [Key words: spine, hip, osteopo-
rosis, transmissibility, vibration, biomechanics, anabolic]
Spine 2003;28:2621–2627

Osteoporosis is one of the most common complications
of aging.1 After the age of 50, bone mineral density
(BMD) decreases at a rate as high as 3% per year in the
postmenopausal female.2–4 Among women age 80 years
and older, 70% have bone density measurements less
than 2.5 standard deviations of young normal values.5

Certainly, in devising intervention strategies for this dis-
ease, slowing the loss of bone in the recent postmeno-
pausal population, as well as reversing bone loss in the
osteoporotic person, will have a significant and benefi-
cial impact on reduction of fractures and associated mor-
bidity and mortality.

While the bone tissue in osteoporotic individuals is
normal and capable of repair, the overall loss of tissue
ultimately reduces the effective strength of the skeleton.
While manifestations of the disease (fractures) are focal
in nature (hip and spine), the most accepted treatment
protocols are administered systemically.6 Further, the
majority of pharmaceutical interventions approved by
the FDA for osteoporosis work by inhibiting bone re-
sorption. Increases in bone mass-related to antiresorp-
tive therapy are restricted to the first 2 to 3 years of
therapy, rarely normalize bone density in the most se-
verely affected individuals, and may ultimately compro-
mise structural properties of bone.7

Therapies that increase bone formation are thus
highly desirable. One readily recognized anabolic factor,
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is mechanical stimuli and indicates a nonpharmacologic
strategy for enhancing bone mass and morphology. The
mechanosensitivity of bone tissue is recognized within
the orthopedic community as Wolff’s Law,8 in which the
premise of “form follows function” is evidenced by
many reports of a beneficial effect of exercise.9–12 While
there is great debate as to which specific aspects of exer-
cise are responsible for increases in bone mass, recent
evidence indicates that low-amplitude, high-frequency
mechanical stimulation may represent a strongly osteo-
genic signal.13 Thus, if such low-level mechanical signals
can be effectively delivered to the axial and appendicular
skeleton, perhaps through whole-body vibration, a
unique biomechanical prophylaxis for osteoporosis may
be possible.14

Vibration, particularly in the frequency domain of 5
to 15 Hz in which resonance of the spine can occur,15 is
considered a key etiologic factor in low back pain,16,17 as
well as a causal factor in circulatory disorders such as
Raynaud’s syndrome.18 Thus, the majority of research
has focused on attenuating the transmissibility of whole-
body vibration to the skeleton, with the widely held pre-
sumption that high-frequency vibrations are pathogenic
to the musculoskeletal system.19–21 In cases in which
vibration is inevitable,22 exposure limits have been rec-
ommended by agencies focused on occupational haz-
ards, such as the National Institute of Occupational
Safety and Health, (NIOSH), Centers for Disease Con-
trol (CDC), and the International Organization for Stan-
dardization (ISO).20 Rarely, however, do these empirical
studies investigate vibration more than 15 Hz, primarily
because the energy in this higher-frequency domain is
exceedingly small.21,23

In contrast to the conclusion that vibration should
only be considered deleterious to the musculoskeletal
system, and thus avoided, recent animal studies14,24 in-
dicates that brief (�20 min) daily durations of extremely
low-level (�0.5 g), high-frequency (15–90 Hz) vibration
can be strongly anabolic to bone tissue. In essence, these
studies suggest that the pathogenic consequences of long-
duration, high-intensity vibrations25 should not neces-
sarily preclude the potential of extremely low-level me-
chanical stimuli as a treatment for musculoskeletal
disease. With the osteogenic potential of mechanical
stimuli long recognized in the orthopedic community,26

and the growing concern for the consequences of long-
term pharmaceutical treatment for osteoporosis,27 it be-
comes critical to determine if these low-level mechanical
signals can effectively reach the skeletal sites of greatest
concern, and thus lay the groundwork for a unique non-
invasive treatment for bone disease. The specific objec-
tive of this study is to determine the degree of transmis-
sibility of high-frequency, low-magnitude mechanical
signals, delivered through the plantar surface of the foot
to the hip and spine, which are the regions of greatest
concern in osteoporosis.

Materials and Methods

Subjects. Five females and one male volunteered for the study.
Each participant was in good health, with no history of low
back pain. They were aged between 23 and 33 years, ranged in
mass from 52 to 72 kg, and were between 162 and 174 cm in
height (Table 1). All subjects gave full informed consent to the
protocols and the surgical procedure that had been approved
by Göteborg University, in full accord with the Helsinki Accord
for Human Experimentation.

Pin Implantation. Pin placement by the orthopedic surgeon
(TH) was performed under aseptic conditions with the subject
in the operating theater. The subjects lay on their side while one
2.3-mm K-wire was placed approximately 10 mm into the spi-
nous process of the L4 vertebra (Fig 1A), and a second K-wire
was placed in the greater trochanter of the left hip.

Under local anesthesia, each pin was first drilled and then
tapped into place to ascertain rigid bone fixation. A fluoro-
scopic image was used to confirm the pin location, depth, and
orientation. The pin insertion time was recorded (approximate-
ly 30 min), and the total experimental time was limited to 3
hours. Great care was taken to place the pins such that, when
standing, the pins would be orthogonal to the spine and hip,
and parallel with the ground. The position of each K-wire was
confirmed by a goniometer to establish the horizontal and ver-
tical angles in the sagittal plane in each of the test positions.
Because the hip pin penetrates thick fascia, extreme care was
taken to avoid hip flexion while moving from the lying to
standing position. Trochanter pin placement was not consid-
ered in one subject (subject 5).

Instrumentation. Accelerometers (Endevco 7265A-HS) were
mounted on aluminum fixtures and attached to the K-wires
(Figure 1B). Hip assemblies had x-axis and z-axis accelerome-
ters while spine assemblies had y-axis and z-axis accelerome-
ters. The z-axis accelerometer attached to the spine was ad-
justed such that it was parallel to spinal segment L4, and the
y-axis orthogonal to the spine. The hip accelerometer was
aligned vertically.

The input acceleration of the vibrating platform was mea-
sured with accelerometers mounted at the center and back of
the top platen. Static calibration of the accelerometers was
achieved by placing the transducer on a horizontal surface,
corresponding to a value of 1.0 g. The transducer was then
rotated by 180 degrees to give the value of �1.0 g. The reso-

Table 1. Subject Gender, Height, and Mass, as Well as
Pin Resonance, Measured for the Pins at the Lumbar
Vertebrae and Trochanter.

Subject Sex
Height
(cm)

Mass
(kg)

Pin Resonance

L4 Hip

1 M 174 72 50 35
2 F 170 56 113 75
3 F 171 65 89 73
4 F 170 52 95 75
5 F 162 63 68 *
6 F 168 66 92 60

Frequency response characteristics up to one-half the pin resonance were
included in the transmissibility calculations. Because of subject concern, the
trochanter pin was not placed in subject 5.
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nance properties of the bone/pin/accelerometer system was de-
termined after surgery, with the subject standing with erect
posture and accelerometers fixed to the pins, and the pin being
“plucked” to initiate vibration (Figure 1B) and thus verify rigid
fixation.28 Because of limitations of frequency analysis, only
those pin-bone-accelerometer “systems” with a resonance
more than double the ground-based vibration frequencies of
interest could be used in the analysis.

Whole-Body Vibration. A unique vibration platform devel-
oped for use in a clinical setting was used to impose the whole-
body vibration.29 Each subject was instructed to stand in the
center of the platform in each of three postures: erect with
knees extended and locked, relaxed with knees straight, and
knees flexed at 20 degrees (Figure 2). Angle of the spine pin to
the horizontal was measured, posture adjusted to keep it within
5 degrees of horizontal, after which data were collected. The
hand-held goniometer was susceptible to errors of approxi-
mately 10 degrees, which could establish an error of approxi-
mately 5%.

The platform was driven to provide a force of 36 Np-p at all
loading frequencies. Vibration data were recorded at 2-Hz in-
tervals beginning at 15 Hz and ending at 35 Hz. In five subjects,
the tests at the relaxed and knee straight posture were also
repeated at half the force (18 Np-p). All subjects were encour-
aged to report any unusual symptoms (e.g., discomfort, quea-
siness) and the specific frequencies noted.

Signal Processing. Accelerometer signals were bridge ampli-
fied and filtered (Endevco), using the same gain in each test,
because variations in signal level were small. An initial test
session determined the maximum signal level. The signals from
the multipurpose amplifier rack were fed to a Victor PC
equipped with a Data Translation DT 2801 A/D-board. The
A/D-board was configured as single ended with a range of � 10
V. Sampling was accomplished using the software package
ASYSTANT� in the acquired/high-speed recorder mode. Data
were sampled at 500 Hz for an acquisition time of 4 seconds.
The signals were also recorded and stored with a DATA
REC-E8 digital tape recorder.

The transmissibility transfer function (H) was calculated as
the ratio of the vector sum of the two accelerometer outputs
mounted on each pin to the acceleration recorded at the plate
surface. A transmissibility of 100% would indicate the total
energy of the ground-based acceleration was realized at the hip
and/or vertebrae. For the spine data, the transmissibility was
converted from local to global coordinates by correcting for the
measured pin angle as: Hv � Hz /sin(90°�A)

in which A is the angle in degrees of the spine pin with
respect to horizontal. However, in all cases, pin angle did not
vary from the horizontal by more than � 10 degrees, and thus
these corrections were exceedingly small (and would underes-
timate transmissibility). Transmissibility data were reported as
a function of frequency, amplitude, and posture for both the
spine and the hip.

Figure 1. Pin placement in L4
(left) and the greater trochanter
was performed under local anes-
thetic with the goal of placing the
pins such that they were orthog-
onal to the bone under study. Ac-
celerometers were then at-
tached (right), and the pin
“plucked” to determine reso-
nance of the pin-bone system (L4
shown).

Figure 2. While standing erect
on the oscillating plate (center),
accelerometers attached to pins
inserted into the spine and tro-
chanter pins (left) were used to
measure the transmissibility of
ground-based vibrations. To de-
termine the role of posture on
transmissibility, data were also
collected during relaxed stand-
ing and with 20 degrees of knee
flexion (right).
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Results

Of the six subjects in which pins were implanted, data
from the first volunteer were excluded from the analysis
because the pin-resonance of the hip (35 Hz) and spine
(50 Hz) system, as indicated by the plucking calibration,
dictated the pin-accelerometer-bone assemblies to be too
low to permit analysis in the range of interest (Table 1).
It should be noted that while this subject swung from a
recumbent to an upright position, the pin actually bent,
indicating that shearing by the superficial fascia caused
the pin to loosen in the trochanter. In all follow-up sub-
jects, the legs were supported as the subject moved from
the recumbent to the upright positions. Because of con-
cerns expressed by subject 5, the trochanter pin was not
inserted. The pin-resonance frequencies for the remain-
ing five subjects ranged from 60 Hz to 113 Hz.

Two subjects encountered ill effects at specific fre-
quencies of whole-body vibration: a feeling of faintness
at 27 Hz in one case and a seasick-like reaction at ap-
proximately 17 Hz in the other. These effects occurred at
accelerations that well exceeded 0.5gp-p, and the symp-
toms quickly passed after each individual laid down.

Because a constant peak force was used to drive the
vibrating platform, changes in driving frequency resulted
in changes in peak platform accelerations because of the
dynamic response of the body.29 Accelerations of the
platform, femur, and spinous process of L4 were found
to increase exponentially with frequency in most sub-
jects, for all postures, approaching 1gp-p at the highest
frequencies tested. An attenuation of the ground based-
vibration was evident at the hip and spine at most fre-
quencies tested, and this attenuation was consistently
associated with a lagging phase shift (Figure 3). At the

lumbar spine, for the erect stance posture, the phase lag
increased monotonically from 15 through 35 Hz, from
less than 40 degrees to greater than 70 degrees. X- and
Y-axis recordings were much less than 10% of the Z-axis
accelerations, and vector sums of the two orthogonal
components were calculated to obtain the maximum ac-
celerations for the transmissibility calculations.

Transmissibilities for the ground acceleration to the
femur and to the lower lumbar spine were dissimilar and
varied with frequency and posture. While standing erect,
there was evidence of a resonance in the hip data at the
lowest frequencies, because transmissibility exceeded
100% in this postural position (Figure 4A). However, at
the lumbar spine, transmissibility remained relatively
constant during erect posture (Figure 4B), at approxi-
mately 75% through 35 Hz.

In relaxed stance, transmissibility at the hip displayed
a distinct resonance of almost 17 Hz (Figure 4C), result-
ing in a maximum transmissibility of 130%. This trans-
missibility decayed rapidly as a function of frequency,

Figure 3. While subject 4 was in a relaxed standing position, 18
Np-p used to vibrate the plate at 30 Hz caused accelerations to
approach 0.2 gp-p, as measured at the surface of the plate (solid
line), at L4 (dashed line), and at the trochanter (dotted line). Even
at this exceedingly low force, transmissibility at both the hip and
spine was approximately 85% of the ground-based vibration. A
lagging phase-shift was observed at both the spine (As) and hip
(Ah), indicating a compliant (deforming) structural system.

Figure 4. Transmissibility (�SD) of low-level, high-frequency,
ground-based vibrations to the hip (left) and spine (right) of five
volunteers. Measurements were made while standing erect (top),
relaxed (middle), and with knees bent (bottom). Other than a
resonance observed during relaxed standing in the hip at frequen-
cies less than 20 Hz (C), there is little evidence that the transmis-
sibility approaches 100%. With knees bent, the transmissibility
decreases off to much less than 50% in the hip (E), yet remains at
approximately 60% in the spine (F). A transmissibility of 1 indicates
that acceleration measured at the hip or spine is equivalent to that
at the oscillating platform.
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decreasing to a level close to 60% at 35 Hz. There was
also a plateau in the response characteristics in the 25 to
30 Hz range, suggesting the existence of a damped reso-
nance in this range. Transmissibility to the L4 segment
closely followed the hip data, with a decrease from ap-
proximately 80% at 15 Hz to 60% at 25 Hz, after which
the response was essentially flat (Figure 4 days). There
was no indication that the spine was subject to the 25-Hz
resonant behavior observed in the hip data.

The lowest level of transmissibility occurred during
bent knee posture. At the hip, transmissibility never ex-
ceeded 50%, even at frequencies as low as 15 Hz (Figure
4E), and continued to decrease through 35 Hz, at which
transmissibility was less than 30%. Unlike the cases of
erect and relaxed posture, transmissibility at the spine, in
the bent knee posture, exceeded that in the hip at all
frequencies evaluated. A slight peak in the response, in
which a maximum transmissibility value of 80% was
achieved, occurred near 21 Hz. The response then de-
cayed with frequency but stayed above 50%, to a fre-
quency of 35 Hz. (Figure 4F).

For all postures, transmissibility to the hip was found
to be essentially linear with amplitude. Comparison of
the transfer functions in the relaxed posture position for
full (36 Np-p) and half (18 Np-p) drive force demonstrated
largely overlapping curves (Figure 5). The exceptions to
this linear response occur in the hip data at the two ap-
parent resonances, at approximately 17 Hz and 25 Hz.
Transmissibility was preserved in the spine, with the de-
gree of attenuation at each loading level overlapping ev-
erywhere except at the two lowest frequencies evaluated
(15 & 17 Hz).

Discussion

High-frequency vibration is most often considered dele-
terious to the musculoskeletal system. Long-term expo-

sure to whole-body vibration has been determined to be
a central etiologic factor in low back pain,17 neuroves-
tibular disorders,30 and Raynaud’s syndrome,18 and thus
industries such as transportation and construction,31 as
well as the military,32 are working toward minimizing
occupational exposure to potentially noxious mechani-
cal stimuli.

Considering the potential pathology these signals may
cause to physiologic systems, it should not be surprising
that far lower doses of mechanical signals may actually
be biologically beneficial to tissues such as bone or mus-
cle, perhaps by enhancing tissue perfusion or amplifying
regulatory signals.33 Indeed, recent animal work has
shown that high-frequency (15–90 Hz), extremely low-
magnitude (�0.4 g) stimuli, inducing strains far less than
10 microstrain, are strongly anabolic to trabecular
bone,14 increasing bone mineral density, trabecular
width and number in the weight-bearing skeleton,24 and
that these signals can effectively inhibit disuse osteope-
nia.34 Importantly, these higher frequency mechanical
signals, although small, are physiologic in nature, as they
arise from the contractions of adjacent musculature,35

and thus signify a persistent low-level, dynamic mechan-
ical signal to the bone tissue.36 Considering the anabolic
nature of low-level vibration, determining if such signals
can be delivered via whole body vibration to the appen-
dicular and axial skeleton would represent a noninvasive
means of treating musculoskeletal disorders, rather than
necessarily causing them.

If whole body vibration in the 10- to 50-Hz range is to
be applied as a clinical modality, it must be determined
whether muscle action, modification by fluid in the joint
spaces, and any soft tissue covering of the vertebral bod-
ies effectively dampens any significant axial acceleration,
as well as determining that any potential resonances in
the system are avoided, to minimize the chance of unin-
tended amplification. In fact, ex vivo and modeling stud-
ies of the transmissibility and impedance response of the
spine have shown that a distinct single motion segment
resonance may arise at approximately 25 Hz.15,37 As-
suming the whole spine resonance would scale in inverse
proportion to its length, a one-segment resonance ex-
trapolates to a whole spine resonance in the range of 4 to
8 Hz, a response consistently observed in human stud-
ies.21 However, as few transmissibility studies have in-
vestigated frequencies more than 20 Hz, the magnitude
of intrinsic one-segment motion when driven near reso-
nance was previously untested.38

In the study reported here, transmissibility of ground-
based vibrations at the hip is decidedly different than at
the spine, at least at the lowest frequencies evaluated in
this study. In both erect standing and relaxed posture,
transmissibility in the hip exceeded 100% at frequencies
less than 20 Hz. While whole-body resonances near 5 Hz
are well-known,15,39 the data presented here, particu-
larly during relaxed standing, suggest a distinct reso-
nance near 17 Hz in the hip. This resonance has not been
previously reported, and it is interesting that the reso-

Figure 5. During relaxed standing, comparison of the transmissi-
bility profile at the trochanter (left) and L4 (right), relative to
vibration induced at the plantar surface, for two driving ampli-
tudes, 36 Np-p (solid), and one-half the driving force, or 18 Np-p
(dashed). Transmissibility functions were essentially identical for
these two conditions, particularly at frequencies well-removed
from the body’s resonance, indicating that there is little attenua-
tion, even at extremely low-level accelerations, to the hip and
spine.
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nance does not arise at the spine. The frequency of this
resonance, and the conditions under which it is observed,
suggests an interaction with the postural control system,
perhaps a coupling through muscle spindles into the re-
flex arc.40 In relaxed standing, a minimal number of mus-
cles are activated (typically only the soleus),35 and so this
condition presents a simple reflex arc which may be quite
susceptible to external perturbations.41 That high transmis-
sibility is not measured at the spine indicates that this reso-
nance reflects a rotational motion of the pelvis.

It is important to emphasize that this study was per-
formed on healthy, young adults, and fails to identify,
specifically, the transmissibility of low-level mechanical
signals in an osteoporotic population. As described,
slight changes in posture can have significant influence
on the degree to which a plantar-based mechanical signal
is actually delivered to the spine or hip, and thus it is
likely that the signal would be attenuated with the inev-
itable changes in stance which occur with aging and os-
teoporosis.42 However, it is also possible that, with less
bone tissue per unit area, the actual physical signal that is
realized by the bone cell population would actually be
greater, as for a given load the stress and strain (and their
byproducts) would increase.43 Of course, these extremes
were not addressed specifically here, but the possibility
that the signal would be lesser—or greater—as depen-
dent on posture and bone architecture is certainly very
real.

Resonance caused by vibration must be considered as
a possible source of undesirable side effects of using
whole body vibration as part of a prevention strategy for
osteoporosis. A large body of research has demonstrated
a broad range of pathologic responses to high magnitude
(�1 grms) vibration,23 and between 0.2 grms and 1 grms,
there is some evidence of vibration contributing to back
pain after extended exposure.22 However, there is little
or no evidence of any permanent effects of vibration ex-
posure below 0.2 grms, corresponding to sinusoidal ac-
celerations of 0.56 gp-p. In fact, for short duration expo-
sures (up to one-half hour), ISO 2631 establishes a level
of 0.3grms (0.8 gp-p) as the discomfort level for vibration
in the 30-Hz range.44 The acute discomfort appears to
arise largely from induced alterations in visual percep-
tion and tracking. As early as 1938, Coermann45 re-
ported discontinuities in visual activity between 25 and
40 Hz for whole body vibration less than 1 g. In addition,
he noted that at some acceleration levels, vibrations
more than 20 Hz temporarily diminished patellar re-
flexes, a finding that has since been confirmed by Gold-
man,46 Seidel,30 and Roll et al.47 Dupuis and Hartung48

reported a physical resonance of the eyeball at 20 to 21
Hz, and, correspondingly, that visual perception time is
affected during vibration exposure at 5 to 8 Hz, and
again at approximately 25 Hz. It is entirely possible that
the two subjects who experienced discomfort during the
higher-amplitude (approaching 1 g) vibration were sens-
ing such vestibular/ocular resonance, perhaps exacer-
bated by a local anesthetic (and the environment of an

operating theater), but it should also be pointed out that
in several preliminary trials with humans,49–51 each at
0.3 g or less, no adverse effects were observed. Neverthe-
less, it is clear that vibration that approaches 1 g, even at
these higher frequencies, should be studiously avoided
considering the demonstrated risk to so many physio-
logic systems. Toward that end, a recent report on hu-
mans, using 30-Hz signals at 8.0 to 14.0 g, indicates no
anabolic response in the skeleton, while at the same time
exposing these individuals to perhaps toxic levels of me-
chanical signals.52

In conclusion, this study presents the first direct evi-
dence of a high level of transmissibility of ground-based
vibration to the hip and spine of the standing human in
the frequency range of 15 to 35 Hz. Even at fractions of
earth’s gravitational field (�1gp-p), it appears that trans-
missibility from the ground to the hip and spine ap-
proaches 80% during erect and relaxed standing, but
decreases significantly with bent knee posture. Further,
these data indicate that whole body vibration at frequen-
cies up to 35 Hz can be safely introduced into the appen-
dicular skeleton without concern for coupling with the
intrinsic resonances predicted to occur in spinal motion
segments.15 Because numerous animal studies have indi-
cated that accelerations at these levels, for even brief
daily exposures, are capable of initiating new bone for-
mation14 as well as inhibiting the bone loss of disuse,34

inhibition or reversal of osteopenia in the clinic, through
exposure to whole body vibration may be possible. Pre-
liminary results in children with cerebral palsy,49 girls
with extremely low bone density,50 and women who
have recently undergone menopause51 indicate that this
unique biomechanical intervention may provide a non-
invasive nonpharmacologic means of treating
osteoporosis.53

Vibration, most typically considered noxious to the
musculoskeletal system, may indeed provide useful bio-
logic information to regulate bone mass and morphol-
ogy. In retrospect, considering that many physiologic
systems that perceive and respond to exogenous stimuli,
such as sight, touch, and hearing, are most sensitive to
frequency, and while large signals may cause damage,
lower-level signals are central to survival.

Key Points

● High frequency (15–35 Hz), low-level mechani-
cal signals are effectively transmitted to the hip and
spine.
● The degree of transmissibility is dependent on
stance with bent knees greatly attenuating the me-
chanical signals.
● Considering the anabolic potential of these low-
level signals, and that they can be delivered to sites
at greatest risk of fracture, this finding provides a
key step in the development of a noninvasive, non-
pharmacologic intervention for osteoporosis.
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Prevention of Postmenopausal Bone Loss by a Low-Magnitude, High-
Frequency Mechanical Stimuli: A Clinical Trial Assessing Compliance,

Efficacy, and Safety

Clinton Rubin,1 Robert Recker,2 Diane Cullen,2 John Ryaby,3 Joan McCabe,3

and Kenneth McLeod4

ABSTRACT: A 1-year prospective, randomized, double-blind, and placebo-controlled trial of 70 postmeno-
pausal women demonstrated that brief periods (<20 minutes) of a low-level (0.2g, 30 Hz) vibration applied
during quiet standing can effectively inhibit bone loss in the spine and femur, with efficacy increasing
significantly with greater compliance, particularly in those subjects with lower body mass.

Introduction: Indicative of the anabolic potential of mechanical stimuli, animal models have demonstrated that short
periods (�30 minutes) of low-magnitude vibration (�0.3g), applied at a relatively high frequency (20–90 Hz), will
increase the number and width of trabeculae, as well as enhance stiffness and strength of cancellous bone. Here, a 1-year
prospective, randomized, double-blind, and placebo-controlled clinical trial in 70 women, 3–8 years past the menopause,
examined the ability of such high-frequency, low-magnitude mechanical signals to inhibit bone loss in the human.
Materials and Methods: Each day, one-half of the subjects were exposed to short-duration (two 10-minute treatments/
day), low-magnitude (2.0 m/s2 peak to peak), 30-Hz vertical accelerations (vibration), whereas the other half stood for the
same duration on placebo devices. DXA was used to measure BMD at the spine, hip, and distal radius at baseline, and 3,
6, and 12 months. Fifty-six women completed the 1-year treatment.
Results and Conclusions: The detection threshold of the study design failed to show any changes in bone density using
an intention-to-treat analysis for either the placebo or treatment group. Regression analysis on the a priori study group
demonstrated a significant effect of compliance on efficacy of the intervention, particularly at the lumbar spine (p � 0.004).
Posthoc testing was used to assist in identifying various subgroups that may have benefited from this treatment modality.
Evaluating those in the highest quartile of compliance (86% compliant), placebo subjects lost 2.13% in the femoral neck
over 1 year, whereas treatment was associated with a gain of 0.04%, reflecting a 2.17% relative benefit of treatment (p �
0.06). In the spine, the 1.6% decrease observed over 1 year in the placebo group was reduced to a 0.10% loss in the active
group, indicating a 1.5% relative benefit of treatment (p � 0.09). Considering the interdependence of weight, the spine of
lighter women (�65 kg), who were in the highest quartile of compliance, exhibited a relative benefit of active treatment
of 3.35% greater BMD over 1 year (p � 0.009); for the mean compliance group, a 2.73% relative benefit in BMD was
found (p � 0.02). These preliminary results indicate the potential for a noninvasive, mechanically mediated intervention
for osteoporosis. This non-pharmacologic approach represents a physiologically based means of inhibiting the decline in
BMD that follows menopause, perhaps most effectively in the spine of lighter women who are in the greatest need of
intervention.
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INTRODUCTION

OSTEOPOROSIS, A DISEASE CHARACTERIZED by the progres-
sive loss of bone tissue, is one of the most common

complications of aging.(1) After menopause, BMD can con-
tinue to decline at a rate as high as 3%/year in some
women,(2–5) resulting in 70% of women over the age of 80
having BMD measurements more than 2.5 SDs below
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young normal values.(6) Intervention strategies that slow the
loss of bone soon after menopause may result in a signifi-
cant reduction of fractures in those individuals at greatest
risk.(7)

To date, prevention of bone loss has been approached
principally through pharmacologic intervention, the long-
term safety of which remains uncertain.(8) These pharma-
cologic approaches inherently ignore that a significant por-
tion of the skeleton’s structural success can be attributed to
bone’s sensitivity to alterations in its mechanical environ-
ment, with its “form follow function” characteristics ensur-
ing that sufficient mass is placed to withstand the rigors of
functional activity.(9) In essence, physical stimuli represent
both an endogenous anabolic stimulus to bone tissue(10) and
an antiresorptive factor that can actively inhibit osteoclas-
togenesis.(11)

The skeleton’s sensitivity to its physical environment
infers that such non-pharmacologic signals could provide an
exogenous treatment regimen for the inhibition of bone loss.
Whereas long-term exercise has been shown to increase
BMD in young people,(12) this sensitivity seems to be
greatly reduced in the elderly.(13) Moreover, exercise, and
the predilection to falls that it may invite, could promote the
very fractures that the intervention is prescribed to prevent.
In contrast to the relatively well-accepted anabolic influence
of high mechanical forces, recent work has led to the
hypothesis that extremely small physical stimuli, at suffi-
ciently high, but physiologically relevant, frequencies, can
be critical determinants of bone morphology(14) and thus
represent a unique means of mediating bone quantity and
quality.

Using a surgically invasive model on the ulnae of aged (4
year old) turkeys, high-frequency (30 Hz), low-magnitude
(200 microstrain) signals were successful in stimulating an
increase in cortical bone, whereas high-amplitude (3000
microstrain), low-frequency (1 Hz) signals failed to be
anabolic.(15) Delivering these signals noninvasively for 10
minutes/day, a floor plate vibrating vertically at 90 Hz,
inducing strain in the bone of less than 10 microstrain,
successfully inhibited disuse osteopenia caused by 23 h and
50 minutes of tail suspension in the rat, whereas 10 minutes/
day of normal weight-bearing activity failed to curb this
loss.(16)

In longer-term animal studies, 1 year of daily, 20-minute
sessions of low-level (0.3g, where g � earth’s gravitational
field, or 9.8 m/s2), high-frequency (30 Hz) mechanical stim-
ulation to the hind limbs of adult female sheep stimulated a
43% increase in bone density in the proximal femur, mea-
sured by CT.(17) This increase was achieved through a 36%
increase in the thickness of individual trabeculae and a 45%
increase in their number,(18) contributing to a 12% increase
in stiffness and 27% increase in strength of the cancellous
bone from the femur.(19)

The work reported here evaluates, in humans, whether
such a noninvasive, low-level mechanical signal, induced
noninvasively into the musculoskeletal system, is able to
inhibit the bone loss that follows menopause. Considering
the fiber type–specific sarcopenia that parallels aging,(20) we
believe the bone wasting that occurs in older adults results
not only from the diminished levels of activity, but from the

attenuated 20- to 50-Hz muscle dynamics that normally
arise during long-duration activities such as quiet standing.
Thus, we hypothesize that “reintroducing” the low-
magnitude, high-frequency dynamics back into the muscu-
loskeletal system will re-establish a key regulatory stimulus
to the bone tissue and thus inhibit the reduction of BMD that
follows menopause.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study subjects

The protocol and study design were reviewed and ap-
proved by Creighton University’s Human Use Committee,
and all clinical work was completed at the Creighton Uni-
versity School of Medicine’s Osteoporosis Center. Women
meeting the 3 to 8-year postmenopausal criteria were re-
cruited from the greater Omaha area by newspaper, radio,
and television advertising and from existing subjects within
Creighton’s Osteoporosis Center. Informed consent was
obtained from qualified volunteers who agreed to participate
in the study. Inclusion criteria included normal nutritional
status (as determined by questionnaire), stable weight main-
tenance (i.e., no elective weight loss or diet), estimated daily
calcium intake of �500 mg/day, and the capability of fol-
lowing the protocol for daily use of the device as well as
understanding and providing informed consent. Because of
design constraints of the oscillating device, the body mass
of included subjects had to be greater than 45 kg and less
than 84 kg.

Exclusion criteria consisted of any pharmacologic inter-
vention for osteopenia within the previous 6 months, any
use of steroids, current smoking status, consumption of
excessive alcohol (�2 drinks/day), evidence of osteomala-
cia, Paget’s disease, osteogenesis imperfecta, gastrointesti-
nal disease, or history of malignancy, and/or any prolonged
immobilization of the axial or appendicular skeleton within
the last 3 years. Subjects were also excluded if they had
evidence of spondyloarthrosis, thyrotoxicosis, psychomotor
disturbances, hyperparathyroidism, renal or hepatic disease,
and chronic diseases known to affect the musculoskeletal
system (e.g., muscular dystrophy), and/or were engaged in
high-impact activity at least three times per week (including
but not limited to tennis, aerobics, running, weight-bearing
activity or exercise more intense than fast walking).

Subjects not excluded by medical history and who met
the inclusion criteria of 3–8 years past menopause under-
went a battery of standard laboratory tests (e.g., Health
Screen 20, urinalysis, hematology, and bone-specific mark-
ers; Metra, Sausalito, CA, USA), as well as lateral X-ray
views of the thoracic and lumbar spine. In this second tier
examination, subjects were excluded with physical or ra-
diographic evidence of fractures or osteophytes. No patient
exclusion was based on BMD status (T or Z scores). If the
inclusion/exclusion criteria were satisfied by the medical
history, laboratory data, and X-ray data, the subject was
enrolled in the study. Over the course of 2 years, a total of
70 women were enrolled in the study.

Active and placebo devices were manufactured and as-
signed a device number to coincide with a randomization
code. Each woman successfully recruited into the study was
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provided with a mechanical device (see below), which was
delivered to her home and set up by a technician. Through-
out the course of the study, subjects and investigators were
blinded as to which device was an active or placebo unit,
and all information regarding the randomization scheme
was kept confidential and secure.

Design of the vibration platform

To induce low-level physical stimulation in a controlled
manner, an apparatus was designed that used a small, low-
force (18N), but highly linear, moving coil actuator (model
LA18–18; BEI San Marcos, CA, USA) to impose peak to
peak vertical accelerations of 0.2g at a frequency of 30 Hz
on a body mass of up to 85 kg. The device was designed
such that a very small driving force would produce vertical
accelerations of the subject’s body mass and the supporting
spring loaded plate (Fig. 1). With incorporation of appro-
priate accelerometer feedback from the plate surface, con-
trol circuitry was sufficient to reduce non-translational
modes of vibration caused by motion or positional changes
of the subject.(21) As demonstrated in human volunteers,
foot-based, whole-body vibrations above 25 Hz (cycles per
second) and below 1g can safely be transmitted into the
lower appendicular and axial skeleton without producing
any detrimental skeletal resonances. The measured trans-
missibilities in the skeleton are all significantly below 1.0 at
frequencies above 25 Hz, with �70% of the ground-based
signal reaching the trochanter of the femur and L3 in the
spine.(22)

Experimental design

Sample size projections (discussed below) determined
that 64 women would be required to address the principal
hypothesis, that is, women who used an active device at
least 80% of the prescribed time would show a significant
inhibition of the bone loss that follows menopause. The
study was also designed such that subjects who dropped out
within the first months of participation would be replaced.
The initial cohort of 64 women was randomly distributed
into one of two groups, and individual treatment began as
soon as each subject was enrolled in the study. Each subject
was randomly assigned to the active or placebo group
according to a confidential, randomized number sequence
generated by an independent statistical consultant and with-
out regard to baseline BMD or matching between groups.

In the initial recruitment group, active devices, which
vibrated at 30 Hz, 0.2g peak to peak, were provided to 32
women, whereas 32 women received a placebo device. At
this intensity level, with a total displacement of 55 �m, the
motion of the active platform is slightly discernible because
the intensity is just above the perception level for vibra-
tion.(23) To help obscure the active/placebo status of the
devices, each device emitted a low-frequency audible sound
to suggest that every plate was “active.” Throughout the
course of the study, neither the investigators nor the subjects
were informed whether the device was active or placebo,
reinforcing the blinded nature of the study.

Each coded device was delivered to the subject’s home,
and the subject was instructed how to stand on it for two
10-minute treatments/day, separated by a minimum of 10 h,

for 7 days/week. By delivering the devices to the subject’s
home, each person was insulated from other participants in
the study and intersubject device comparison was avoided,
which also aided in the blinded study design. The subjects
were advised to use the device in any location in their home
that was convenient for them. Subject compliance was re-
corded by an electronic monitor integrated within the de-
vice, which tabulated time, date, and duration of each treat-
ment, throughout the 1-year period. After the 10-minute
treatment period, both active and placebo devices shut off
automatically. If the subject interrupted any given 10-
minute period (e.g., stepping off to answer the phone), this
disruption was detected through a plate surface pressure
switch, signaling the device to emit an acoustic warning and

FIG. 1. (A) Noninvasive device to achieve low-magnitude mechan-
ical stimulation consists of a spring-supported plate driven by an 18N
peak force electromagnetic actuator. By incorporating the subject’s
mass as part of a resonating mechanical system, perturbation of up to
0.4g (peak to peak), over the range of 5–100 Hz, can be attained for
subjects up to 80 kg. (B) Accelerations measured at L4 (dotted line),
while slightly out of phase with the 0.2g, 30-Hz oscillation of the plate,
demonstrated a high level of transmissibility.(22)
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the treatment would pause until the subject returned. If the
subject did not return within 10 minutes, the device would
record the time activated and automatically shut off.

No incentive was given for maximizing compliance, the
device emitted no visible or audible warnings if daily use
was undersubscribed, and the study was designed such that
the investigators did not prompt the subjects to use the
device. Percent compliance was measured as the total num-
ber of treatments in which the subject stood on the device
for at least 8 minutes, divided by two times the number of
days the devices were in the subject’s home times � 100.

Clinical assessment

Baseline BMD was determined by DXA (QDR 2000;
Hologic, Waltham, MA, USA), with measurements taken at
four skeletal locations: proximal right and left femora, lum-
bar spine, and the distal one-third of the nondominant ra-
dius. Subjects were phoned to come in for follow-up scans
at approximately 3, 6, and 12 months. Care was taken to
position the patient in the same way at each scan, and the
same bone density technician performed each scan. A bone
phantom was used to calibrate the DXA machine each
day.(24) At baseline and completion of the study, to approx-
imate change in bone remodeling status, serum and urine
samples were taken, and markers of bone formation and
resorption were measured. At completion of the study, a
written “exit” questionnaire was requested from each sub-
ject, which asked about ease and convenience of use and
whether, in the subject’s judgment, they were on a placebo
or active device.

Statistical analysis

After 12 months of treatment, the primary outcome mea-
sure was, in subjects with at least 80% compliance, a
significant difference between changes in BMD of the spine
and femur in the active and placebo groups. Secondary
outcome measures were serum indices of bone formation
and resorption. The sample size was determined by antici-
pating a balanced study with a difference in bone density
loss between active and placebo groups of 2% over 1 year,
assuming a population SD of 2.4%. A final group size of 56
was calculated to be required to attain a power of 0.80 with
an � of 0.05. With a 10% drop-out rate projected (N � 6),
a recruitment goal of 64 was set (N � 32 in each group).
While the active/placebo status of the devices was not
revealed, any subject who withdrew within the first 3
months of treatment was replaced by a subject who received
the same device status.

The study results were analyzed in collaboration with an
independent statistical consultant (Boston Biostatistics,
Wellesley, MA, USA), and no data imputation was per-
formed. The data were initially evaluated in an “intention-
to-treat” analysis using the 12-month DXA scan or the scan
at the last follow-up visit, and included the results of all
subjects enrolled in the study, both treatment and placebo.
Analyses were performed a priori using all subjects, first by
simple population t-test, and second by multiple linear re-
gression, with body mass and compliance as covariates.
Posthoc analyses were performed for all subjects with base-
line and 12-month DXA data and for whom full electroni-

cally recorded compliance data were available. In posthoc
testing, the interaction of compliance and treatment was
assessed in a linear effects model, with least square means
generated at the specified compliance levels reflecting the
intercepts of the three compliance quartile boundaries
(59.1%, 76.6%, 85.9%). Because of the reported relation-
ship between osteoporotic fracture risk and body build,(25) a
three-way interaction of treatment, compliance, and subject
weight (bisected at 65 kg; consistent with NHANES II body
weights of females in this age range(26)) was investigated
both in a linear effect model and by a simple t-test dichot-
omizing compliance at the 80% and 60% levels. p values
less than 0.05 were considered statistically significant; no
posthoc corrections were undertaken.

RESULTS

In total, 70 (33 active and 37 placebo) subjects were
randomized into the study and were included in the
intention-to-treat analysis. Six (one active and five placebo)
subjects withdrew within the first 3 months and therefore
had no DXA follow-up. Each of the six people who with-
drew was replaced by a new subject who entered into the
same treatment type. Of the 64 subjects who had at least two
DXA measurements, 8 did not have a 12-month DXA scan;
therefore, the remaining 56 subjects (28 active and 28
placebo each with a 12-month DXA scan) formed the a
priori analysis group. Complete electronically recorded
compliance data on 10 of the remaining 56 subjects were
not available, and thus the per-protocol analysis (group used
for posthoc analysis purposes) considers only the subset of
46 subjects (26 active and 20 placebo) where a full elec-
tronic record of compliance was available. There was one
adverse reaction of treatment reported (headache), which
came from a woman in the placebo group. All active devices
were reassessed at the end of the study and found to be
within 5% of the 30 Hz, 0.2g criteria, as per the original
dynamic parameters at the initiation of the study. Further-
more, at the end of the 12-month period, the audible acous-
tic signal, intended to obscure the active/placebo status of
the platform, was functioning in all devices.

At the completion of the study, the randomization code
was broken, and a comparison of the two groups, active and
placebo, was determined. Although the study was not pow-
ered to detect demographic differences, age, height, femur,
and spine BMD at baseline were not significantly different
between the groups. However, at baseline, the placebo
group’s average weight was 5 kg higher than the active
group (p � 0.03), and the body mass index (BMI) of the
placebo group was 2 kg/m2 higher (p � 0.04; Table 1).

An intention-to-treat analysis of all 70 subjects was un-
dertaken using a bootstrap technique to permit estimation of
the response in subjects with incomplete data.(27) In neither
the active nor placebo group did changes in bone density
exceed the detection threshold of the study design. In the
femoral neck, the active group lost 0.69% of their BMD
versus a 0.27% loss in the placebo group. In the trochanter,
the active group lost 0.07% of their BMD versus a 0.19%
loss in the placebo group . In the lumbar spine, the active
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group lost 0.51% versus a loss of 0.65% in the placebo
population (p � 0.45).

Fifty-six subjects (28 active and 28 placebo) had a 12-
month DXA scan, and this group constituted the a priori
study group. A wide range in compliance with device use
was observed in this population, ranging from 1% to 95%.
When the device was used, however, 98.4% of what con-
stituted a complete treatment (�8 minutes) was a full 10-
minute treatment. Thirty-seven percent of subjects complet-
ing the study were at least 80% compliant (10 active and 7
placebo), whereas 72% of subjects were at least 60% com-
pliant (19 active and 14 placebo). Whereas the placebo
population had consistently higher losses of BMD in the
lumbar spine, femoral neck, and trochanter regions of the
skeleton than that measured in the active treatment groups,
no significant differences were observed on population av-
erages.

Because of the large range of compliance, multiple re-
gression analysis was performed on the a priori populations
to identify the relationship between compliance and effi-
cacy. Strong positive associations between device usage and
changes in BMD were observed at all three sites of interest
(Table 2). Using compliance and weight as covariates,
BMD of the spine was found to increase 0.071% for each
percent increase in compliance of device use (p � 0.0039).
Projecting this correlation to an “idealized patient” who was
100% compliant, and assuming the bone remodeling re-
sponse to be linear, this would correspond to a 7.1% in-
crease in BMD over the course of the year. For the trochan-
ter at 100% compliance, BMD would be projected to
increase by 5.1% (p � 0.085), and for the femoral neck,
BMD would increase at a projected rate of 1.8% over the
course of the year (p � 0.54). Correspondingly, BMD
changes in the placebo population demonstrated no associ-
ation at the trochanter and lumbar spine and a negative
association for the femoral neck (p � 0.001).

Posthoc analysis of the per protocol group, examining
efficacy at each intercept of compliance quartiles, used least
square means generated at the specified compliance level
for those subjects in that quartile and treatment group per-
formed without corrections. Based on the suggestion of a
treatment and compliance interaction as seen in Table 2, a

linear prediction model was constructed to investigate the
general influence of compliance (i.e., percent of total pos-
sible treatments completed; Table 3). A significant interac-
tion of treatment and compliance was observed for femoral
neck BMD changes (p � 0.06), with the active treatment
showing a relative benefit over placebo of 2.17% when the
subjects were 86% compliant. Similar observations are seen
at the trochanter (relative benefit of 1.23% at 86% compli-
ance; p � 0.21) and at the lumbar spine (1.5% relative
benefit; p � 0.09). Factoring in weight improves the effi-

TABLE 1. BASELINE COMPARABILITY OF THE PLACEBO AND ACTIVE GROUPS (RANGES ARE PROVIDED IN THE PARENTHESES)

Parameter Placebo Active p Value

Age (years) 57.33 (47–64) 57.34 (52–64) 0.99
Height (cm) 161.3 (150.4–177.1) 161.9 (155.3–176.1) 0.98
Weight (kg) 69.0 (53.4–85.6) 63.8 (48.3–81.0) 0.03
BMI (kg/m2) 26.4 (20.1–32.1) 24.4 (18.4–30.4) 0.04
Postmenopausal (months) 69.9 (35.7–101.2) 68.2 (34.1–101.6) 0.74
Femur neck BMD 0.702 (0.57–1.01) 0.698 (0.50–0.93) 0.59
Femur trochanter BMD 0.62 (0.52–0.81) 0.60 (0.34–0.82) 0.53
Spine BMD 0.908 (0.69–1.34) 0.915 (0.65–1.18) 0.86
Radius BMD 0.65 (0.52–0.75) 0.66 (0.52–0.77) 0.65
N 28 28

At the beginning of the protocol, there were no significant differences between the active and placebo groups in terms of age, height, months past the
menopause, and femur, spine, or radius BMD. There were significant differences in body weight between the two groups, with the placebo group 5 kg
heavier than the active group ( p � 0.03). Body mass index also showed a significant difference between the two groups ( p � 0.04).

TABLE 2. MULTIPLE REGRESSIONS OF ALL SUBJECTS WITH 12-
MONTH DXA WITH COVARIATES OF COMPLIANCE AND WEIGHT

Parameter Value Error t Value p [t]

Total spine
Active y intercept �4.11 2.96 �1.39 0.18
Active weight �0.023 0.042 �0.54 0.59
Active compliance 0.0714 0.022 �3.18 0.004
Placebo y intercept �7.53 2.84 �2.65 0.014
Placebo weight 0.11 0.039 2.78 0.01
Placebo compliance �0.01 0.014 �0.76 0.46
Femoral trochanter
Active y intercept �7.76 3.74 �2.08 0.048
Active weight 0.06 0.05 1.17 0.25
Active compliance 0.05 0.028 1.8 0.085
Placebo y intercept �2.66 3.17 �0.84 0.41
Placebo weight 0.033 0.043 0.76 0.45
Placebo compliance 0.0026 0.014 0.19 0.85
Femoral neck
Active y intercept �7.13 3.9 �1.83 0.08
Active weight 0.0796 0.055 1.44 0.16
Active compliance 0.018 0.029 0.62 0.54
Placebo y intercept �3.25 3.39 �0.96 0.35
Placebo weight 0.10 0.046 2.18 0.04
Placebo compliance �0.064 0.015 �4.34 0.001

The table presents multiple regression data using the covariates of subject
weight and percent compliance of device use. A strong dependence on
compliance is demonstrated for the spine of the active subjects ( p �
0.004) and the femoral neck of the placebo subjects ( p � 0.001). A
dependence on subject weight is also shown for the spine and femoral neck
region of the placebo subjects ( p � 0.01 and p � 0.04, respectively).
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cacy of treatment, with the benefit of treatment ranging from
2% to 3% at all three sites, with p values ranging from 0.19
to 0.009.

Considering weight as an interacting influence on spine
BMD, the subjects were stratified into groups above and
below 65 kg (Fig. 2; Table 4). In the lower-weight cohort,
in the highest quartile of compliance (86%), there was a
3.17% loss of bone in the spine in the placebo group
compared with a 0.18% gain in BMD in the active group,
suggesting a 3.35% relative benefit of treatment (p � 0.009;
Table 3). Similarly, in this lower-weight, high-compliance
group for the femoral neck, there was a 2.23% loss over the
course of the year in the placebo group compared with a
0.13% loss in the active group, representing a 2.1% relative
benefit of treatment. For the trochanter, the relative benefit
was 1.92% over the course of 1 year of treatment.

Figure 3 provides a plot of the quartiles derived from the
linear modeling with the placebo group providing the mean
of the three-quartile values for each treatment site. In the
lumbar spine, a 0.1% loss in the highest quartile of compli-
ance was relatively better than the 1.55% loss experienced
by the lowest compliance group. This 1.55% loss in the
lowest compliance group was similar to the 1.76% loss
measured in subjects standing on a placebo device. In the
trochanter region, a 0.76 gain was determined for the high-
est compliance group, whereas a 0.5% loss was experienced
by the lowest compliance group, a loss that was similar to

the 0.71% loss observed in the placebo group. The femoral
neck, as well, demonstrated a dose-dependent response with
a 0.04% gain in the highest-compliance group versus a
1.18% loss in the low-compliance group. This 1.18% loss
was similar to the 1.24% loss measured in the placebo
group. In the distal radius, there were no significant differ-
ences between any of the compliance groups and the pla-
cebo group.

Serum indices of bone formation and resorption were
evaluated at baseline and at the end of the study to deter-
mine if the mechanical intervention influenced bone remod-
eling activity. Dietary calcium (self-reported) was the only
variable that seemed significantly different at baseline. At
12 months, hydroxyproline levels fell 16% in the placebo
group but only 3% in the active group, reflecting a 13%
difference (p � 0.07). Phosphorus (baseline value � 3.7)
was up 1.3% in the active group but fell 4% in the placebo
group, reflecting a 5% difference (p � 0.08). No significant
changes were seen in bone-specific alkaline phosphatase
(which went up in both groups), total alkaline phosphatase
(which went down in both groups), creatinine (which did
not change), osteocalcin, or parathyroid hormone (PTH).
Every 3 months, either by telephone or visits to the Center,
patients were asked if they exercised more or changed any
other aspect of their lifestyle. No trends were identified.

In their exit interviews, the subjects expressed concern
that two 10-minute/day treatments were difficult to schedule
but that they may be more encouraged to use the device if
efficacy was demonstrated and if a single use per day were
possible. Approximately 20% of the active subjects guessed
incorrectly in terms of whether they had an active device,

TABLE 4. PERCENT CHANGE AS A FUNCTION OF COMPLIANCE

AND WEIGHT

Parameter Active Placebo
Diff.

(A vs. P) p Value

Percent change in total spine BMD
Compliance � 60% �0.41 �0.84 �0.43 0.55
60% Comp. and wt. � 65 kg �0.28 �3.32 �3.04 0.03
Compliance � 80% �0.17 �1.11 �0.94 0.38
80% Comp. and wt. � 65 kg �0.49 �3.19 �3.68 0.02
Percent change in femoral trochanter BMD
Compliance � 60% �0.57 �0.14 �0.71 0.40
60% Comp. and wt. � 65 kg �0.74 �1.25 �1.99 0.26
Compliance � 80% �0.90 �0.11 �0.79 0.56
80% Comp. and wt. � 65 kg �1.37 �1.10 �2.47 0.25
Percent change in femoral neck BMD
Compliance � 60% �0.23 �1.28 �1.05 0.30
60% Comp. and wt. � 65 kg �0.41 �2.59 �2.18 0.27
Compliance � 80% 0.17 �1.88 �2.05 0.16
80% Comp. and wt. � 65 kg �0.06 �2.18 �2.12 0.40

Data are shown for the spine, femoral trochanter, and femoral neck as a
function of 60% and 80% compliance. The analysis is repeated for those
subjects that are also �65 kg in weight. The subject numbers for each
treatment type by category are Compliance � 60%: Active � 19, Placebo �
14; Compliance � 60% and weight � 65 kg: Active � 9, Placebo � 4;
Compliance � 80%: Active � 10, Placebo � 7; Compliance � 80% and
weight � 65 kg: Active � 7, Placebo � 3. The data illustrate a substantial
increase in efficacy in the lumbar spine with both higher compliance levels
and in lighter weight subjects.

TABLE 3. PERCENT COMPLIANCE EFFECT ON TREATMENT DIFFERENCES

Parameter Active Placebo
Diff.

(A vs. P) p Value

Percent change in total spine BMD (treatment and compliance
interaction p value � 0.23)

59.1% Compliance �1.55 �1.91 �0.36 0.69
59.1% Comp and wt. � 65 kg �1.57 �3.63 �2.06 0.14
Mean compliance �0.91 �1.77 �0.86 0.21
Mean comp. and wt. � 65 kg �0.70 �3.43 �2.73 0.02
85.9% Compliance �0.10 �1.60 �1.50 0.09
85.9% Comp. and wt. � 65 kg �0.18 �3.17 �3.35 0.009
Percent change in femoral trochanter BMD (treatment and

compliance interaction p value � 0.35)
59.1% Compliance �0.50 �0.93 �0.43 0.67
59.1% Comp. and wt. � 65 kg �0.93 �1.89 �0.96 0.57
Mean compliance �0.06 �0.73 �0.79 0.31
Mean comp. and wt. � 65 kg �0.16 �1.55 �1.39 0.28
85.9% Compliance �0.76 �0.47 �1.23 0.21
85.9% Comp. and wt. � 65 kg �0.80 �1.12 �1.92 0.17
Percent change in femoral neck BMD (treatment and compliance

interaction p value � 0.02)
59.1% Compliance �1.18 �0.42 �0.76 0.52
59.1% Comp. and wt. � 65 kg �1.57 �0.94 �0.63 0.74
Mean compliance �0.64 �1.18 �0.54 0.54
Mean comp. and wt. � 65 kg �0.93 �1.51 �0.58 0.69
85.9% Compliance �0.04 �2.13 �2.17 0.06
85.9% Comp. and wt. � 65 kg �0.13 �2.23 �2.10 0.19

Compliance was assessed as a single (linear) effect for percent compli-
ance (59.09%, 76.62%, and 85.87%). Least-square means were generated at
the specified compliance level. Weight was dichotomized to be either � 65
kg or � 65 kg. Least-square means were generated estimating the � 65 kg
means at that level of compliance (e.g., 59.1%).
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and 30% of the placebo subjects guesses were incorrect as
to the status of their device.

DISCUSSION

This study examines the safety and potential efficacy of a
very-low-magnitude physical stimulus to inhibit loss of
BMD, which is based on the musculoskeletal system’s
strong sensitivity to mechanical stimuli. The physical stim-
ulus is imposed noninvasively into the weight-bearing skel-
eton through ground-based accelerations. The nature of the
vibratory stimulus is based on providing a surrogate for the
spectra of high-frequency muscle-based signals that atten-
uate with aging.(20) In addition to large amplitude mechan-
ical forces (and resultant strains) associated with vigorous
activity, smaller magnitude strain signals are continually
evident in bone,(14,28) and it is these signals that we are
trying to mimic. When the 12-month human data are con-
sidered in an a priori analysis, the results indicate a potential
benefit of treatment strongly dependent on compliance, as
standing on the device for close to 20 minutes/day was
associated with a greater ability to prevent bone loss. Using
linear regression analysis to determine the effect of full
100% compliance indicates that an “idealized” subject who
used the device for the full 20 minutes/day could have up to
7% higher lumbar spine BMD and 5% higher BMD in the
trochanter than those who did not use the device at all.
Compliance, however, is difficult to ensure in any study,(29)

and strategies to improve use must be considered.
The exit interviews indicated that a “twice per day”

regimen made it difficult to fit into a working schedule.
Possibly, exposure time could be reduced if the potency of
the mechanical signal could be increased, perhaps by in-
creasing the amplitude to above 0.2g, which may take
advantage of the interdependence of cycle number and

strain magnitude,(30) or to identify alternative frequencies or
waveform combinations that may be more effective.(31)

Examining subject commitment to a shorter treatment du-
ration, a recent feasibility study has shown that, over 6
months of treatment in an elderly female population (75–90
years old), using a 10-minutes/day, 30 Hz stimulus at 0.3g,
a mean compliance of 93% was maintained.(32) Considering
the difficulty in fitting in two 10-minute treatment regimens,
it is also possible that compliance would have been im-
proved had a single 20-minute session been used.

Posthoc analysis indicates that this intervention may be
more effective in lighter women than in heavier women,
particularly in the spine (Fig. 2). Considering that BMD is
positively correlated with body mass,(25) these data in turn
also suggest that the mechanical stimulus works best in
those women with lower BMD (i.e., effective in women
who require it), specific to those skeletal sites that need
treatment (no significant differences were observed in the
radius between active and placebo subjects). The individu-
alized “sensitivity” to the mechanical signal is consistent
with findings in the mouse, where the anabolic potential of
the mechanical stimulus is realized in inbred strains with
low bone density (e.g., B6), whereas there is only low
responsivity to altered mechanical environments in the
high-density strains (e.g., C3H).(33)

This study indicates that low-level mechanical stimuli
may have the potential to prevent bone loss in the post-
menopausal population, but failed to stimulate the forma-
tion of bone. In contrast, the stimulus used in this study was
shown in animal studies to be strongly anabolic,(17–19) an
observation supported by recent work addressing the effects
of 0.3g vibration on bone density in children with cerebral

FIG. 2. Stratification based on body mass shows that the lighter
women (�65 kg) lost 3.32% bone from the spine over the course of the
year. In these lighter women who remained at least 60% compliant with
the daily treatment of low-level mechanical stimulation, the loss was
inhibited (p � 0.032). Heavier women lost essentially no bone over the
course of the year, and thus it was not possible to show the efficacy of
treatment to inhibit a loss that was not occurring (p � 0.34).

FIG. 3. The ability of low-level mechanical stimulation to inhibit
bone loss in weight-bearing regions was strongly dependent on com-
pliance (femoral neck, femoral trochanter, total spine), with trends
showing the more the device was used, the greater the effect that was
evident. Shown is each of the single linear effects model for active, low
compliance (59.1%); active, medium compliance (mean); and active,
high compliance (85.9%) groups for each site, and they are compared
with the mean of the average placebo values from the linear model for
all compliance levels (Table 3). There was no influence of the mechan-
ical treatment on the radius.
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palsy(34) and adolescent females (10–13 years old) in the
lowest quartile of BMD.(35) Whether the anabolic response
was observed because the signal was delivered to the skel-
eton of children rather than adults or because the amplitude
was 50% greater (0.3g rather than 0.2g) is not yet clear.
Considering that the bone strain resulting from these vibra-
tions are two orders of magnitude below those levels that
initiate microdamage,(36) this indicates that anabolism can
be achieved without putting the skeleton at structural risk.
With this in mind, it is relevant to note that in a recent study
reported by Torvinen et al.,(37) vibration 40 times greater
than the signals examined here (8g as opposed to 0.2g)
failed to stimulate any form of bone response. Whether this
was because the study was relatively brief (8 months), used
healthy young adults (and therefore there was no “signal”
lacking that required replacement), or that the amplitude
was so great as to be beyond any form of physiologic
relevance (as in light that is too bright, sound that is too
loud, or pressure that is too great), is difficult to determine
at this point.

No adverse reactions were reported in the active group.
Nevertheless, vibration of the human body is undeniably a
complex issue,(38) and considering the variety of patholo-
gies it may exacerbate, including low back pain,(39) circu-
lation disorders,(40) and/or neurovestibular dysfunction,(41)

it must be approached carefully. ISO 2631 gives “provi-
sional guidance as to acceptable human exposure” to
whole-body vibration in the 1- to 100-Hz band for a sitting
or standing person,(42) defining numerical values of the
“fatigue-decreased proficiency boundary” over a 24-h pe-
riod. Sinusoidal frequencies in the range of 25–32 Hz allow
for a 4-h exposure at 0.4g, well exceeding acceleration
levels and times under investigation with this device. The
safety of signals that exceed 1g, for even a short duration,
may be of some concern.(43)

There is general perception within the skeletal disciplines
that signals must be large to represent a positive influence
on bone mass and morphology.(44) These data support the
premise that extremely small mechanical signals may also
be capable of serving as a regulatory influence on skeletal
architecture, the “outcome” of which seems to be a more
uniform distribution of stresses in trabecular bone under
load.(45) This regulatory influence may be achieved directly,
by mechanical strain, or indirectly, through amplification of
the signal by intramedullary pressure(46) or fluid flow(47) in
the bone tissue. Alternatively, the regulatory response may
be regulated through a system such as neuromuscular feed-
back amplified by the low-level signals exceeding a stochas-
tic threshold(48) or by stimulating skeletal muscle pump
activity, resulting in significant effects on circulatory flows
and fluid flow through the bone tissue.(49) Even considering
the complicated nature of the physical mechanism, there can
be little doubt that the biological means of controlling bone
adaptation are even more complex.(50)

Bone architecture is but one of several critical risk factors
associated with long bone fractures. For example, postural
stability and muscle strength contribute to fracture risk on a
par with BMD.(51) If the physical stimulus investigated here
does represent a surrogate for the signals lost by sarcopenia,
it is entirely possible that the muscle may benefit from

treatment as well, enhancing muscle strength,(52) and cou-
pled with the neurovestibular system, improve postural sta-
bility.(48)

This prospective, randomized, double-blind, and placebo-
controlled study has provided important preliminary results,
and clinical support for the hypothesis that extremely low
level physical stimuli may provide an effective means to
inhibit bone loss, particularly for those who cannot or will
not comply with traditional pharmacologic interventions for
osteoporosis.(53)
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FOR 10 minutes most days, 10-year-old Sonya Gomez stands on what looks like a gently vibrating bathroom scale.
Leaning on a walker because her body has been weakened by cerebral palsy, she stands in hopes that an
experimental treatment will fortify her bones and invigorate her muscles, even though she can barely
tell anything’s happening.

“Every morning she eats breakfast while I’m getting ready. She brushes her teeth. Then she gets on the machine,”
says her mother, Anna Gomez, of Whittier.

Sonya is participating in a pilot study examining whether super-high frequency, low-force stimulation can help kids
with her disorder, who because of their limited mobility don’t build bones or muscle as robustly as their peers. “A lot
of kids with cerebral palsy can’t do vigorous exercise therapy,” says Tishya Wren, a biomechanical engineer who
leads the study out of Childrens Hospital Los Angeles.

The hope is that vibration therapy can help Sonya grow her skeleton past adolescence by gentle vibration instead
of playground rough and tumble – a technique that has been shown to increase bone density in turkeys, sheep and
mice by as much as 35%.

Known as vibration or “dynamic motion” therapy, the technique goes beyond helping children such as Gomez. It has
been tested in older women who are losing bone mass after menopause and younger women who have bone
density at the low end of healthy. It’s even being studied as a way to keep astronauts’ bones and muscles strong
in space.

So far, results in people have shown gains in bone density as high as 6%. But researchers also count as
successful the ability of the technique to simply slow bone loss. A recent study suggests the technique can also
improve muscle mass – a property that could be important for elderly people, helping to prevent dangerous falls.

An ‘active, alive tissue’

The therapy works because bone responds to force. “Most people think of bone as the Georgia O’Keefe skeleton
drying in the sun – but it is an active, alive tissue,” says bone bioengineer Clinton Rubin of State University of New
York at Stony Brook, who pioneered the vibration technique, originally working with turkeys.

Bone is continuously being pulled on by muscles, says Rubin – a rapid, gentle shaking that puts low-level stress on
the bones all day. Since muscles vibrate between 20 and 50 cycles per second (or hertz), Rubin developed a
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machine to vibrate at 30 hertz. (The plate also vibrates up and down to generate force, moving less than 50
micrometers in either direction.)

Propping ewes on this gadget for 20 minutes a day for a year improved both the quality and bulk of their back legs,
Rubin found. Not only were the sheep bones about one-third denser, they were 12% stiffer and 27% stronger.

Rubin’s device has been deemed safe by the Food and Drug Administration – and now he and others are
conducting studies to prove the machine is medically useful. In one experiment, Rubin and colleagues followed 70
post-menopausal women for a year. Half of them were instructed to stand on the vibrating plate for 10
minutes twice each day, while the other half stood in place on similar devices that didn’t vibrate.

Although the scientists didn’t see an effect over the entire group, they did find that women with the thinnest
bones benefited from the treatment. Instead of losing about 2% of their spine density, the women either lost less
than one-tenth of a percent or gained just a tad – with the women who stood closest to the 20-minute goal
improving the most.

Another study in children with cerebral palsy showed that bones of children who used the technology grew in
density by about 6%, while bones in those who didn’t thinned by almost 12%.

Muscles seem to benefit too. Bone researcher Dr. Vicente Gilsanz at Childrens Hospital Los Angeles just
completed a study of 140 young women age 15 to 20 who had low bone density. He found a modest benefit for
bone, with density improving by about 2% to 4%. But the girls’ thigh muscles increased in mass by about 5%.

NASA is planning to try the device on the space station where, freed from the tug of gravity, astronauts lose bone
mass 10 times faster than adults on Earth. NASA physician Dr. Victor Schneider at NASA headquarters in
Washington, D.C., says the vibration plates are scheduled to go to the International Space Station in 2007 or 2008,
along with bungee cords to strap the astronauts to the vibrating plates.

But first they are being tested on Earth. Volunteers are staying in bed for a few days to months – a standard way to
simulate the lack of gravity of space – and the plates are strapped to their feet and turned on every day.

Anna Gomez’s hopes for her daughter Sonya are more down-to-earth. “If it’s going to help her, I want her on it,” she
says. “I’m not going to be around forever, so I’ve got to do what I can now that she’s small.”

 *

Vibration hits the gym

Making its way into U.S. gyms and houses is another kind of vibrating technology, from Europe. Developed by the
Dutch Olympic trainer Guus van der Meer, the Power Plate promises to bulk up muscle as part of a personal
training regime.

This device and similar teeth-rattling knockoffs shake much harder than Clinton Rubin’s machine. Athletes and
celebrities such as Madonna are rumored to use them in their workout routines.

The machines are set to a similar vibration frequency as Rubin’s plate but shake up and down at four to 15 times
the force of gravity (as opposed to one-third the force of gravity).They have been shown to help build muscle and
pump out hormones but their effects on bone density are unknown.

Because these plates can shimmy an object off their surface, Rubin says he worries that people with weak bones
might put their skeletons in danger.
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Good Vibrations Build Strong Bones
ARLINGTON, Va., August 15, 2001 --- Standing on a gently
vibrating platform while brushing your teeth in the morning
may be enough to stimulate strong bones, according to a new
study.

Biomedical engineer Clinton Rubin, Ph.D., reported in the
August 9 issue of the journal Nature that a regular dose of
gentle vibrations increased bone density by 34 percent in
laboratory animals.

Now the same thing is being tried in humans. The clinical
trial involves women who are post-menopausal and at risk of
the bone-wasting disorder osteoporosis and children who
have cerebral palsy and the associated high risk of brittle
bones.

If the clinical trial is successful, it could lead to new ways of
treating osteoporosis without drugs. Rubin and his colleagues
at the State University of New York at Stony Brook envision
a gently vibrating platform you could stand on while
brushing your teeth.

"The conventional thinking has been that bone density came
from vigorous exercise, like walking and running," Rubin
said.

His group proposed, however, that even very small
strains---such as those needed to maintain balance while
standing---may play a significant role in creating and
maintaining healthy bones. These small strains account for
most of the stimuli received by the human skeleton.

In the animal study, the researchers measured the bone
density in the hind legs of two groups of sheep. One group
stood on a vibrating platform for 20 minutes, five days a
week for a year. This group then shared a pasture with sheep
that did not stand on the platform. At the end of the year, the
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vibrated sheep had one-third greater bone density than the
control group.

If the same approach works in humans, it might be used not
only for stimulating bone formation but also preventing bone
loss.

Rubin's early research in this area was supported by a
Whitaker Foundation Biomedical Engineering Research
Grant.

- - - - - - -
Contact:
Frank Blanchard
(703) 528-2430

Clinton Rubin
(631) 632-8521

The Whitaker Foundation
1700 N. Moore St., #2200, Arlington VA 22209
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Good Vibrations 
A new treatment under study by NASA-funded doctors could reverse 

bone loss experienced by astronauts in space. 
 

 
Listen to this story via streaming audio, a downloadable file, or get help. 

November 2, 2001: "Use it or lose it." 

The familiar mantra of fitness buffs applies as much in space 
as it does on Earth -- perhaps more so. The bones and 
muscles of astronauts, freed from the familiar strains of 
gravity, can weaken alarmingly. Muscles atrophy relatively 
quickly, while bones lose mass during prolonged exposures 
to weightlessness. 

Reducing muscle atrophy requires exercise -- and lots of it. 
Astronauts in space spend about two hours each day working 
out with the aid of exotic devices that rely on springs, 
elastic, and harnesses to provide resistance and mimic body 
weight. 

Unfortunately, such "countermeasures" have not solved the 
problem of muscle or bone loss. It's an ongoing problem for 
astronauts -- and for researchers! 

Above: The proper type and amount of exercise is a key to maintaining muscles and 
cardiovascular fitness in space. But the workouts astronauts have tried so far haven't yet solved the 
problem of bone or muscle loss. Image courtesy Johnson Space Center. 

But now, perhaps, there could be a solution -- at least for bones: 
NASA-funded scientists suggest that astronauts might prevent bone 
loss by standing on a lightly vibrating plate for 10 to 20 minutes each 
day. Held down with the aid of elastic straps, the astronauts could 
keep working on other tasks while they vibrate. 

The same therapy, they say, might eventually be used to treat some of 
the millions of people who suffer from bone loss, called osteoporosis, 
here on Earth. 

"The vibrations are very slight," notes Stefan Judex, assistant professor of biomedical 
engineering at the State University of New York at Stony Brook, who worked on the 
research. The plate vibrates at 90 Hz (1 Hz = 1 cycle per second), with each brief 
oscillation imparting an acceleration equivalent to one-third of Earth's gravity. "If you 
touch the plate with your finger, you can feel a very slight vibration," he added. "If you 
watch the plate, you cannot see any vibration at all." 
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Although the vibrations are subtle they have had a profound effect on bone loss in 
laboratory animals such as turkeys, sheep, and rats. 

Left: Vibration plates such as this one were used 
for experiments on bone loss involving turkeys, 
sheep, and rats. Pictured with the turkey is 
researcher Dr. Clinton Rubin. Photo credit: Cary 
Wolinsky. This image originally appeared in a 
National Geographic feature article "Surviving in 
Space." 

In one study (published in the October 2001 
issue of The FASEB Journal), only 10 
minutes per day of vibration therapy 
promoted near-normal rates of bone 
formation in rats that were prevented from 

bearing weight on their hind limbs during the rest of the day. Another group of rats that 
had their hind legs suspended all day exhibited severely depressed bone formation rates -- 
down by 92% -- while rats that spent 10 minutes per day bearing weight, but without the 
vibration treatment, still had reduced bone formation -- 61% less. 
 
These results show that the vibration treatment maintained normal bone formation rates, 
while brief weight bearing did not. 

Clinton Rubin, a professor of biomedical engineering at SUNY Stony Brook and principal 
investigator for the study, cautions that more experiments are required before scientists can 
be sure that vibration therapy is effective for people. "Animals are different than humans," 
he notes. And even among humans there are important 
variables, like nutrition and genetic make-up. What works for 
post-menopausal women (who often suffer from 
osteoporosis) might not work for astronauts in space. 
 
In a recent "Phase I/II" clinical trial of vibration therapy, 
researchers applied the treatment to 60 post-menopausal 
women. Studies using adolescent girls with very low bone 
density and children with cerebral palsy are also underway. 

"The early results from the research with post-menopausal 
women are very encouraging -- but they are preliminary. To 
determine efficacy, we will need a larger scale clinical trial 
that runs for a longer period of time," Rubin says. 
 
A broader "Phase III" clinical trial is currently being 
organized, which will provide a strong indication of the 
treatment's effectiveness for the general population of 



osteoporosis sufferers. 

Right: The primary weight-bearing bones -- highlighted here 
in purple -- are also the ones most susceptible to weakening 
in space. Picture from Human Physiology in Space, a 
curriculum supplement for secondary schools. (Lujan and 
White) 
 
Whether astronauts would benefit from a vibration-plate 
regimen is a question that can only be fully answered by 
conducting experiments in space, Rubin says. Such tests 
have been proposed, but none are scheduled yet. 

Rubin hopes that future experiments will reveal not 
only whether vibration therapy works, but also why. It's 
a bit of a puzzle because the treatment doesn't 

comfortably fit within the framework of conventional wisdom: Currently, most bone 
researchers believe that the stresses placed on bones by, e.g., bearing weight or strong 
physical exertion, signal the bone-building cells through some unknown chemical trigger 
to fortify bones. According to this thinking, the remedy for bone loss in space should be 
exercises that duplicate stresses on our muscles and skeletons experienced during a daily 
and active life on Earth. 
 
Unfortunately, without the pull of gravity it is very difficult, if not impossible, to duplicate 
loads routinely experienced by our muscles and bones on Earth. The regimen of exercise 
that astronauts perform in space has shown some promise as a countermeasure, but not 
enough to protect long-voyaging astronauts from injury or bone fracture when they are re-
exposed to gravity -- either here on Earth or on some other planet. 
 
Rubin suggests that perhaps it's not only a few, large stresses placed on the skeleton that 
signal bone formation, but also many smaller, high-frequency vibrations applied to bones 
by flexing muscles during common activities such as standing or walking. 

Muscles may appear to pull steadily and constantly when flexing -- like the pull of a 
stretched spring. But muscle contraction is more complex than that. Individual muscle cells 
in most skeletal muscles can't provide a sustained pull -- they can only apply a quick 
"twitch." To create a constant pull, the brain activates groups of muscle cells within a 
muscle (called "motor units") in a rapid, repeating pattern. 

Above: The interior of bones isn't completely solid. Instead, it consists of a web of mineral 
filaments -- called "trabeculae" -- and cells (not shown in this micrograph). These trabeculae 
provide structural rigidity while minimizing weight, like the steel cross-members in a crane or a 
highway sign. Image courtesy NASA Quest . 
 
You can feel these subtle patterns by squatting and resting your hands on your thighs -- the 
slight trembling of your thigh muscles is the sequential contraction of the muscles' motor 
units. The frequency of such contraction ranges between 10 and 100 Hz. In comparison, 



the experiment with rats used a 90 Hz vibration, and the experiments with humans are 
using 30 Hz vibrations. 
 
"Our hypothesis is that a key regulator of bone mass and morphology are the mechanical 
stimuli that come out of muscle contractions," Rubin says. "So instead of these big, 
intensive deformations of bone, it's basically lots and lots of little ones [that provide a 
major stimulus for bone growth]." 
 
"While exercise in space may generate some of 
these signals, we believe that microgravity 
essentially extinguishes these signals during the 
great majority of the day, as postural activity is 
[markedly reduced compared to here on Earth]," 
he says. "The vibration treatment generates a 
much larger signal in this frequency range, and we 
believe that 10 minutes per day of this higher 
frequency signal is sufficient to provide a 
maintenance signal to bone." 

Above: When future astronauts return to Earth after a long voyage to Mars and back -- all in 
reduced or zero gravity -- they will need strong bones to once again stride across their home 
planet. Vibration therapy might be the key. Painting by Pat Rawlings. 

"This is a real departure from the accepted theory of how mechanical signals control bone, 
and it is certainly controversial," Rubin says. 

Nevertheless, it might work. Good vibrations -- unexpected and controversial -- could be 
the key to healthy bones on Earth and beyond. 
 




